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CAPTAIN ADAM COCHART

Stealth Setup To Keep King Salmon Biting All Day Long

Getting the most out of your time on the water

E

very king salmon angler traveling
to Lake Michigan has two wishes
as they plan for their fishing trip:
calm waters providing a comfortable ride
and the perfect setup to catch a lot of
fish. But oftentimes a calm day with clear
skies is the most difficult time to catch
salmon.
So how do you get the bites and keep
them coming all day long? The answer
is to create a stealth setup using lead
core and copper fishing line. Both line
concepts basically serve as a long sinker,
which takes lures down to the depths
that active salmon are feeding. These
segments of line can be as short as 50
feet if the fish are really high in the water column or at lengths over 500 feet if
the fish are deep in the water column.
The idea is that your line is sinking into
the water column without the use of a
down rigger, dipsy diver, or weight that
would be attached near the bait, which
could otherwise scatter or scare off the
fish. Instead, lead core and copper users are able to put a fluorocarbon leader,
which is invisible to the fish, between
their lead core or copper and their bait
of choice to create a sneaky approach,
especially on calm, clear days when the
light penetrates deeper into the water
column.
Being able to run multiple lines using
this tactic will keep you catching salmon
all day long. To add additional lead core
or copper lines to your spread, you want
to use planer boards to carry your lines
away from the boat and away from each
other. Boards add strike-triggering action to the lures behind them. As the
boat makes slight turns, the boards on
the inside of the turn slow down, mak-

each line set to the inside is longer and
goes deeper; to avoid tangles between
board lines, the shorter, more shallow
lines are set first and go to the outside of
the spread. Resetting outside lines and
getting them past the inside lines takes
patience and timing. You must let all of
the weighted line into the water, attach
the boards to the backing, and then let
the board out behind the boat, occasionally thumbing your reel to keep the
line from sinking all the way to the bottom in shallow water (less than 80 feet).
When you’ve let enough line out that the
board will plane into formation, engage
the reel and put the rod into the rod
holder. The board will pick up enough
speed to lift the line over the inside lines

Captain Adam Cochart of Bay Lake
Charters landed this 30-pound salmon
using a spoon trolled behind 300 feet
of copper fishing line.

continued on page 10

Jeremiah Noffke of Menasha shows
off a nice midday king that he caught
while his grandpa, Wayne Noffke, reels
in another trophy in the background.

ing the line and lure sink, while the
boards on the outer side of the turn will
speed up, making those lures rise in the
water column. This movement in the
water column makes your lures act like
injured baitfish on the slower (inner)
side as they slow and sink. Meanwhile,
lures on the fast (outer) side act as baitfish rising up and fleeing from the predator salmon. Use every strike that you
get to build a pattern and fine tune your
setup to put more fish on the boat.
Principles to remember when fishing
with lead core and copper line: copper
dives deeper than lead core and must
be run closer to the boat to ensure that
the lines do not get tangled together;

King Salmon
Steelhead Trout
Brown Trout
Lake Trout
Walleyes

920-594-0910
www.baylakecharters.com
Algoma,WI

Weekday Charter Specials Starting At $150.00 Per Person With Lodging/Licenses

The New Berlin Gobblin’ Longbeards and the
Lakeview Rod & Gun Club are hosting a

SPECIAL NEEDS PICNIC
Sunday, August 2nd, 2015
11:00AM to 3PM
At the Lakeview Rod & Gun Club
On Big Muskego Lake.

This event is for people with disabilities and offers Trap shooting, Fishing, Pontoon Boat
Rides, an animal petting area, along with a picnic with music, and games. Directions:
From New Berlin go south from I-43 on Moorland Road about 4 miles (Moorland Road
becomes Durham Drive). Watch for Hunters Nest sign on the right.

The Wheelin’ Sportsmen program of the National Wild Turkey Federation is a non-profit
organization dedicated to providing opportunities for people with disabilities to enjoy the great
outdoors. Wheelin’ Sportsmen Events bring together the best of the outdoors-camaraderie, fun,
fellowship-into an action packed adventure. The shooting event pairs disabled participants with
non-disabled volunteers for a day of adventure and a lifetime of friendship.

Shotguns and ammo will be provided for Trap Shooting if needed.
For more information and to register, please contact
JIM LUTZEN AT 262-786-4793 OR
DALE LUTZEN AT 262-786-6834 OR DLUTZEN001@WI.RR.COM
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TOM CARPENTER

Wading Wet For Bronzebacks
Summer smallmouth splash

T

he sun beats down. Your favorite
lake feels as warm as a baby’s
bath. Pleasure boaters assault the
waters. “Fishing’s no good now,” you
rationalize as an excuse to stay home.
But don’t laze away a day of high sum-

mer’s glory in air conditioning or on a
shady hammock. Better to wade into
a smallmouth bass stream and cool off
there. Your only companions will be the
swish of water around your bare legs,
cicadas singing in the trees above, and

Fish Like A Pro.

OnWisconsinOutdoors.com/WisconsinFishing

hungry smallmouths splashing at the
end of your line.

Gearing Down
Simplicity makes wading wet for summer smallmouths both affordable and

relaxing. No waders or hip boots allowed. You’re good in a pair of shorts or
swim trunks. Wear an old pair of sneakers.
Use a light or medium-light 6-foot
graphite spinning rod and a quality reel
spooled with tough, abrasion-resistant
6-pound monofilament to fight the
rocks. Rig up with a gold or red size 6
or 4 hook and a single split shot just big
enough to keep your bait ticking above
rocks and snags in the current.
Hook a fat nightcrawler half through
the middle. To a smallmouth, it looks
suspiciously like a crayfish when
bounced through a run, riffle or pool.
Minnows, hellgrammites and grasshoppers also work. Carry only a little bait
at a time, leaving your main supply in a
shaded cooler on the bank.
Artificial alternatives include small
crankbaits in crayfish colors, in-line
spinners, and 1/16- to ¼-ounce leadhead jigs tipped with curly tails or Berkley Gulp! Minnows (try the 2 ½-inch
emerald shiner).
Wear a good pair of polarized sunglasses to read the water better.

Fishing Strategies
Stream smallmouths don’t discriminate against anglers who sleep in or go
home for dinner. In fact, the best fishing
often happens in the afternoon, especially on dark or stained water where the
bass can now hunt visually. Mid-morning through late afternoon is prime.
Mid-stream rocks serve as current deflectors for feeding bass. Exposed rocks
are obvious, but also look for the bulges
and humps that indicate submerged
boulders. Drift a bait into the hole behind a rock. But the most aggressive fish
will be in the slackwater break ahead of
a boulder.
Active fish will be near fast water but
not right in the swiftest flow. Look for
foam and swirls that indicate an eddy
or backwash. Bounce a bait along with
the current and see if a bass will dart out
and hit. If not, then drift a bait into the
eddy or make a gentle cast right into it.
Smallmouths like current. Fish a section of fast, faster and fastest water from
the downstream end up. Fast water—
what a trout guy would call a run—will
be deepest; work with patience. Move
upstream and fish faster water, casting
continued on page 7
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Weekend Freedom Machines

There is a certain buyer’s comfort in a name.
Old friends like John Deere and Princecraft mean
years of experience, sound engineering, quality
products, and people who stand behind it all.
There’s another name in Wisconsin that has
earned that same kind of respect by standing

behind what they sell for more than five
decades. Before you buy, say hello to Dave and
Leni Kahler of Watertown.
Dave’s Turf & Marine. Quality boats, lawn
equipment and utility vehicles. No-excuses
family service.

Dave’s Turf and Marine

Highway 16 East & Eastgate Drive • Watertown • 920-261-6802 davesturf.net

Platinum SE 207

Vectra 21-2S
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CLAYTON HELLER

Moonstruck Muskies
Fishing the lunar phases

A

s a musky guide I get to spend
time on the water with a wider
variety of people each year. Some
of them are seasoned anglers and others
have never fished before. No matter who
it might be, a few of the same questions
always seem to come up during the trip.
The first one is the obvious: what’s
your favorite bait? You can find the answer to that in my article “Making The
Cut” in the March/April issue of this
publication. The second question usually
has something to do with moon phases.
It often starts out very skeptical like, “So
do you believe in the whole moon phase
thing?” The simple answer is yes, I do.
The bigger question is why?
Trust me. I was very skeptical about
the whole moon phase thing when I

started out. I thought it was just someone trying to sell me another calendar,
but there is truth to it. I’m not going to
pretend to be Bill Nye and get into gravitational pull and its relationship to the
tidal waters and all that jazz. My belief
in the moon phases’ effects on fishing is
much simpler than that. After spending 100-plus days on the water yearly
and logging fish catches and sightings, I
have noticed a very distinct correlation
between fish activity and moon rise and
moon set, along with several of our biggest fish each year being caught during a
full or new moon phase.
Moon phase is often just a small piece
of the puzzle that is musky fishing.
Weather seems to always trump moon.
Some days, however, it can be the decid-

7

Author and his
partner with a
moon phase
tournament musky.

ing factor. During one tournament that I
fished last year my partner and I scored
a fish five minutes before moon set, approximately 8:15AM. We called for a
judge boat only to find out that they
were on the way to register another fish
in a different part of the lake. On the
way to register that fish they watched
as another team slid a fish into the net.
My partner and I scored our second fish
of the day about an hour later, and the
only other fish came with about a half
hour left in the tournament. All in all,
five fish were caught and three of them
were caught in a 15-minute window surrounding moon set.
With all that being said, remember,
you can’t catch ‘em if you don’t go. The
best time to fish is always whenever you

can fish. Just be sure to pay attention to
moon phases while you are on the water.
If you notice that moon rise or moon set
is coming up, try to get to your best spot
or return to a fish that you might have
seen earlier in the day. Try “fishing the
moon” and see if you don’t put a few extra muskies in the boat.
Clay Heller operates HP-Outdoors. He guides
on the waters of southeastern Wisconsin
from April through November. Contact Clay
through his website at hp-outdoors.com or at
920.256.0648.

CARPENTER, from page 4

over likely lies and bouncing a bait through, concentrating on seams and eddies. Hit the fastest water, focusing on exposed and submerged rocks.
If fast water isn’t producing, the fish are holding
or resting in deeper pools. Probe pools slowly and
carefully, lobbing soft upstream casts and working
baits slowly and deeply with what current there is.
Don’t overlook wood. A downed tree edging
over the bank, a trunk lodged midstream, and submerged or undercut roots make fine smallmouth
holds.
The best approach for most smallmouth spots is
to cast upstream, then tick the bait along with the
flow, letting the current take your offering right to
the fish. Hold the rod high to feed line and guide
your drift, feeling for the solid “whump” of a bass.

Escape the
crowds on a
hazy, hot day
this summer.
Wade wet after
smallmouth
bass in a cool
Wisconsin stream.

Native son Tom Carpenter writes about the outdoor world for
a variety of national and regional publications.
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DAVE DUWE

Slip
Bobber
Fishing
The Dam
For Big Bass
Moving water largemouth A “hot” summer tactic
TOM LUBA

A

s you grow, there are times
when you just have to take
that next step. But I certainly
didn’t think of that when I was 12
years old.
My brother and I loved fishing.
My aunt and uncle used to take us
up north for a two-week fishing vacation every July. One structure we
fished from the top was a 25-foot
high dam that drained an upper
flowage into a river system below.
My uncle was always there, fishing
for bass and bluegill.
While traveling down the dam to
net fish was scary, my uncle’s solution was to simply go down the side,
which had a very steep angle. There
wasn’t a handrail, just a lot of loose
sand and gravel mixed into the larger
surface rock, which made the footing
treacherous. After my aunt watched
my uncle skid down the hill, she
knew he was the only one who’d be
taking fish down for netting.
One afternoon, my uncle decided
to go fishing on the lake. Being on
the edge of thirteen, I got bored easily. After begging, I got my aunt to
take me to the dam.
”I don’t want you to slide down
this hill if you get a bass,” by aunt
sternly warned.
I nodded my head but thought,
“Out of sight, out of mind.”
After about an hour with no fish,
I was disappointed. But just when
I was ready to pack it in, the cork
that held my night crawler up off the
rocky bottom went slowly under. A
few seconds later it started to move
out from the spillway current. I’d
seen that happen before. I pulled
hard. And a fish did, too!
A few seconds later when the fish
jumped, my eyes bugged out. It was
the biggest bass I had ever seen.
My initial reaction was panic. My
uncle was gone. How do I land it?
By now my aunt noticed the big
bend in my fishing rod as I walked
the fish over to the side of the dam.
The first words I heard were, “You
can’t come down the side of the dam!
You’ll get hurt!”
I heard her, but I wasn’t losing a

fish this big without a battle. Better to beg forgiveness … provided I
lived.

So down the hill I went, grabbing
any rocks or roots I could to stop me
from going in the drink. I came to a
stop right in front of another angler.
The fish was still on!
The other angler grabbed my
line and then the fish. But when he
pulled it out of the water and handed
it back to me, the fish flipped and the
hook broke free. I couldn’t hold on to
the fish, either, and it started to slide
down the last few feet, right for the
water. That’s when he sat on the fish
as it slid down. He deftly grabbed it
and handed it back to me.
Boy, did I hold on this time. In a
flash, I was up the hill and doing 90
mph as I ran back to the cottage to
get it on a stringer.
Catching that bass was important.
It took away any fear I had about
working my way down the gravelly,
slippery hill alone. I just couldn’t
wait to see the look on my uncle’s
face later.
When my aunt saw how much it
meant to me, she forgave me, after a
serious lecture.
The largemouth weighed 3 3/4
pounds, a monster to me. My uncle
was impressed.
Though I’m sure it had nothing to
do with my experience, when we got
to the dam the next year, there were
new stairs, with hand railings, on
both sides of the dam.
My uncle and I fished the dam for
years afterward. And my aunt felt a
lot better, because I could now use
the stairs to take the fish down myself.
By the way, I learned a long time
ago that largemouth bass are not as
current-shy as many people think.
Tom Luba is a freelance outdoor writer
and bass fishing fan from New London,
Wisconsin. Tom fishes as much as he can
and never gets tired of setting the hook.

T

he ups and downs of the weather
and the changing seasons add a
challenge for my clients to put fish
in the boat. In the late part of summer the
bite has a tendency to slow down a bit. This
time is known as the dog days of summer.
To ensure success I need to resort to more
live bait presentations to make customers
happy. One of my favorite methods is a slip
bobber rig, not for walleye and panfish but
for huge bass and pike. It is basically the
same presentation that Florida guides have
been using for decades: balloons and large
shiners for monster largemouth bass.
The standard slip bobber presentation
is a slip bobber knot, a bead, a slip bobber, weight, and a 1/0 hook. The key part
of the rig is a large bobber. I use the Thill
Big Fish slider. The bobber is large and
tapered at both ends. The tapered end allows the bobber to be pulled down with
very little resistance. When using a smallto medium-sized sucker or chub, the float
will lie flat on the water when the bait is
calm. However, when a fish gets close or
the bait gets excited, the bobber will stand
straight up alerting you to the proximity
of a fish before it strikes. Unlike bluegills
or walleyes, the bass strike aggressively
without hesitation. Because of the aggressive nature of the strike, once the bobber
is under I immediately set the hook. This
eliminates the possibility of getting the fish
deeply hooked. Largemouth bass have the
tendency to release the bait if they feel any
resistance. When fishing any slip bobber,
before the hook set one needs to reel all the
slack line back to the reel. This increases
your odds for a solid hook up.
The rod set up I prefer is a heavy one: a
7-foot Berkley Lightening rod heavy action
with a Garcia 6500 and 20-pound test. The
6500 reel offers a bait clicker feature, which
is nice to have to indicate strikes. It allows
you to fish the reel on free spool while still
having some tension on the line. With an
aggressive hit the line will be allowed to
release.
My bait of choice is medium and large
suckers. They have the ability to survive being cast more than a fragile golden shiner.
Even though the suckers are pretty durable,
you still need to have a gentler cast and
avoid slapping the bait on the water.
On hot summer days the bass are usually on the deep weedline, but with a cold
front or a rain event the bass move into

Delavan Lake largemouth.

the shallows. This is the best opportunity
to slip bobber largemouth bass. I like areas
where there are scattered weeds associated
with hard bottom adjacent to a deep water
weedline. Once you locate the bass they
have a tendency to be in large schools. You
can catch over 10 fish in a very small area.
The lakes I fish most are Delavan Lake and
Lake Geneva, both in southeastern Wisconsin. The most productive areas are less
than 10 feet of water.
Slip bobber fishing is great for walleye
and panfish, but don’t overlook the method
for big bass, especially during cold fronts
and rainy days in the heat of the summer.
When nothing else works, the tried and
true live presentation will give you a better
opportunity for success.
Dave Duwe is owner of Dave Duwe’s Guide Service
and guides the lakes of southeastern Wisconsin,
specializing in Delevan Lake and Lake Geneva.
Find him at fishlakegeneva.com or fishdelavanlake.
com or contact him at 262.728.8063.
Big bass
on bobbers
on Delavan
Lake.
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JERRY KIESOW

Fly Fishing In Wisconsin
The basics of casting

L

ast issue I told you about a new streamer I
designed for our kids in Missouri, the Missouri
shad. I said I would report on how it works.
Simply, it does. Our daughter tells us that they have
used it and have caught many Lake of the Ozarks
crappies up to 14 inches.
I decided it looked so good that I would use it for
steelhead this spring. Well ... steelheading did not
work out well for me this year. But during the second week of May, as I was preparing for my Beginners Fly Fishing class at Riveredge Nature Center, I
scheduled some “research time” in the Milwaukee
River—for the benefit of the class, of course. Part of
that research involved the new fly.
The results? In about 90 minutes of using the Missouri shad I caught three smallmouth bass: 14, 16,
and 10 inches, in that sequence, and a northern pike
about 22 inches. All on my three weight. The fly did
not cast very well because it is just a tad too big for
that rod/line combination (three inches long, on a
#1/0 hook), but based on the success of the day, the
Missouri fly works in Wisconsin, too. I just thought
you might like to know.
If you missed the story and want complete info on
the fly, including the recipe, go to onwisconsinoutdoors.com and check it out in the May/June issue.
End of report.
Now, on to this story: different ways to cast a fly.
In May and June while showing students in the
above-mentioned classes how to do the overhead
and roll casts, I told them that after they get comfortable with these casts, they will find there will be
times when they will modify them to accommodate
whatever situations might arise. They may have to
sidearm, cross body, change-of-direction, and maybe

9

When wading, you are often not in such a comfortable
position as shown here. Many times you are waist
deep in fast running water and casts must be made
from different angles and/or with your arms in a raised
position.

even need to use the short “hold, toss, and drift” cast.
What I did not tell them, but will in future classes,
is that casting while standing on a mowed lawn,
where we were learning, is different than when casting from the shore of a pond or lake or stream/river
or wading a stream/river, or from a sitting position
in a boat, canoe or kayak.
When casting from a shore, you will be standing (maybe kneeling), and sometimes you will have
plenty of room for your back cast. However, there
will be places where you won’t and will have to roll
cast or maybe even do the short hold, toss, and drift
cast.
When wading in either a small stream, large river
or in a lake, you will also be standing (or, rarely, sitting or kneeling), but you will not always be in shallow water in that comfortable, solid standing position we were in when learning on the lawn. Many
times you will be waist deep in a fast, strong current, desperately trying to remain upright, and your
casts will have to be made from difficult angles and/
or with your arms in a high, outstretched, position.
Sometimes you will not always have a clear back cast,
so you will have to try a combination the sidearmin-front-of-you and change-of-direction cast, making the change just prior to releasing the line.
Then, when fly fishing from a canoe, kayak or an
old-fashioned boat, you will be casting from a low,
sitting position, a totally different experience from
lawn casting. Some people find that when casting
from a sitting position, they can only cast comfortably to one side of the boat. Casting to both sides of
the craft is a skill you need to master if you want to
fish certain waters.
continued on page 10

PHIL SCHWEIK

Shallow Thinking
Washed up walleyes change the rules

H

ow many times have you gone walleye fishing in the heat of the summer and come home
empty handed? How often have you targeted
what you thought were characteristic walleye locations
only to find that the fish weren’t there or they certainly
weren’t biting? Or maybe you’re among the masses who
think that only the break of dawn or dusk brings the
feeding windows necessary for effective walleye fishing.
Think again.
With water temperatures in the upper 70s, and
maybe even the lower 80s, most people target walleyes
in deep water. Many anglers wouldn’t consider searching for walleyes in anything less than eight feet of water,
much less look for them in less than three feet. Change

that “shallow” thinking as an angler, and take the walleye bite back from the dog days.
Many years ago, I stumbled into a non-typical walleye pattern while bass fishing along a shallow shoreline marked with downed trees protruding out into the
water. The depth of shoreline water ranged from one
to three feet, extending out to about five feet where I
positioned the boat. Pitching a jig and beavertail to the
submerged wood, I would make precise drops along
the timber to target bass that I suspected were holding
under the trees.
As the jig would hit the water I would let it drop
alongside the tree and wait for an initial strike. If I
didn’t get the hit, I would pop the jig a little and slowly

Chad Widgington with a nice walleye.

work it alongside the structure. On this first eye-opening trip when that strike did come and I set the hook,
to my surprise, instead of a big old bass what I had on
the other end of the line was a 24-inch walleye. Yes, a
two-foot walleye taken in two feet of 84-degree water.
continued on page 11
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JOEL DEBOER

Summer Smallmouth On Top

Cash in on some of the most exciting bass action of the season

S

mallmouth bass are a popular game
fish in our state for many reasons.
For starters, there are good numbers of them within many Wisconsin
lakes, rivers and flowages, including true
trophy class specimens exceeding five
pounds. In addition to being plentiful,
they are exciting to catch as they put up
a powerful battle, often displaying their
acrobatic prowess by going airborne
multiple times. July and August can be
an excellent time to target smallmouth
and often lends to one of the most thrilling of tactics to target bronze backs:
fishing with surface lures.
I am a surface bait junkie. There are
few things that make my heart pound
harder than a solid strike on top of
the water, be it bluegill on a fly rod or
bass or musky exploding on a surface
lure on more conventional gear. Being a successful surface bait fisherman
for smallmouth begins with the proper
equipment. Longer rod lengths excel for
fishing with topwater lures. It is seldom
that I fish with a rod shorter than seven
feet anymore, especially when fishing
baits on top.
Longer rods not only give an angler
better leverage for hook sets and fighting fish, but using surface lures allows
the angler to keep as much of the line as
possible off the water. This aides in maximizing the action of the lure, makes the
presentation as natural as possible, and
in ultra-shallow water situations aides
the prevention of spooking fish. For

fish and fishermen alike. This family of
lures typically works better during calmer water conditions and during daylight
hours. As with poppers, it’s important
to work walk-the-dog style lures while
varying both your retrieve speed and cadence. There will be days when the fish
want longer pauses and an irregular retrieve, just as there will be days that are
the exact opposite. Keep experimenting.

Summertime is topwater time as the author shows here while posing briefly with a
dandy smallmouth caught on a Skitter Pop.

smallmouth bass I prefer a 7- to 8-foot
St. Croix spinning rod in a medium fast
action. I complete the outfit by adding
a spinning reel spooled with a supple
line such as Sufix Siege in either 8- or
10-pound test.
There are a variety of lures that will
score on smallmouth that fall into the
category of topwater baits. One of my
favorites is the popper-style lure such as
the Rapala Skitter Pop or Storm Rattlin’
Chug Bug. These lures are surprisingly

versatile and work in conditions ranging
from glass calm to a slight chop. Their
ability to be worked extremely slowly is
a big bonus. Work poppers with a stopand-go retrieve, varying your cadence
and the amount of time the lure sits at
rest. There have been days when the
smallmouths have dictated that we let
the lure sit for over 30 seconds between
pulls in order to provoke fish strikes.
Walk-the-dog style baits like the Skitter Walk are mesmerizing lures to both

COCHART, from page 3

KIESOW, from page 9

and your outside line will be set once again.
Additionally, lead core and copper lines work
great for trolling flashers and flies, spoons, or plugs,
so know that they will work with all of your favorite
salmon lures. Team your past knowledge of what
has produced fish with your new stealthy approach
of lead cores and coppers and you will have increased your odds at enjoying that clear, calm day
on Lake Michigan. Tight lines, calm seas, and fish
on!

These are things I can tell the students about but
cannot teach. Only after one gets comfortable with
the basic cast can one advance to the other situations.
So if you are a beginning fly fisherperson, practice casting until it becomes second nature. Then,
when the day comes that you need to modify that
cast, you will. And when that time comes, suddenly
you will find that you are enjoying fly fishing even
more.
See you in the river.
Keep a good thought!

Captain Adam Cochart grew up in Door County, fishing the
waters of the Bay of Green Bay and Lake Michigan. He is
on the water nearly every day from May through October,
sharing his passion for fishing and knowledge about walleyes
on the bay and salmon and trout on the lake. Adam and
his wife, Rachael, live in New Franken, Wisconsin. For more
information, visit baylakescharters.com or call Adam at
920.594.0910.

Jerry enjoys all aspects of the outdoors. To keep track of what
he is doing and where, see his photos, and read some of
his other writings, including his book, “Tales of The Peshtigo
Putzer,” check out his website: jerrykiesowoc.com.

While there are volumes more that
could be written about fishing with
surface lures, one rule that needs to be
followed at all times is the “reel ‘til you
feel” technique. Simply put this means
that no matter what your eyes tell you,
hold off on setting the hook until you
actually feel the weight of the fish.
With all the adrenalin pumping during a topwater strike, it’s easy to pull the
bait away from a fish before it’s had the
chance to get the bait in its mouth. Train
yourself in this manner and I guarantee you will boat many more of the fish
that strike. If you haven’t experienced
the thrill of fishing smallmouth on top,
you owe it to yourself. I’ll see you on the
water.
Joel DeBoer owns and operates Wisconsin
Angling Adventures guide service, based out
of the greater Wausau, Wisconsin, area. He
specializes in muskie, walleye and smallmouth
bass. You can reach him at 715.297.7573 or at
wisconsinanglingadventures.com.

When fly fishing from a canoe or boat, you usually are
casting from a lower, sitting position.
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WAYNE MORGENTHALER

Wisconsin River Backwaters
Canoe to fast fishing, isolation

M

y favorite time of year to target
the Wisconsin River and its
backwaters mainly in Richland
County is the middle of June through
August. The backwater lakes are all just
about the same as far as the make-up,
but the size of the lake can make a difference. I always check to see how much
algae and weeds are on the water surface.
Too much debris makes it difficult to fish
with much success. My mode of transportation is the canoe, but kayaks or flat
bottoms work just as well.
If you really want to have a successful
trip, don’t get on the water until about
6:00 PM or 6:00 AM. Your choice, but I
like the evenings better as the bite gets
more intense toward dark.
I like to target different types of fish
species. First on the agenda is the largemouth bass. Use a long spinning rod
supplied with at least 8-pound test line.
Try fishing with weedless baits on the
top through lily pads. One of the artificial baits of choice is the Scum Frog—
great for big splashes and quick reflexes.
Make sure to give a big-time jerk right
after the splash.
Another fun lure is the Lethal Weapon fished with a plastic crawfish in
green-brown color. Just swim it through
the pads and wait for that awesome
strike. The near 7-pound bucketmouth
on the cover of this OWO issue caught
by my son, Kevin Morgenthaler, shows

SCHWEIK, from page 9

Surprised was an understatement as I
stood there looking at this beautiful fish.
All I could think of was that the circumstances around the catch must have been
a fluke. What would any self-respecting
walleye be doing in less than three feet
of water? The idea that the catch was an
accident disappeared quickly as I continued down the shoreline and actually
caught more walleyes than bass. The
walleyes were literally stacked along this
“washed-up” shoreline and piled under
the adjacent structure.
As that dog day wore on I became
more and more convinced about my
newfound technique and pattern. Never
expecting to see walleyes up that shallow, especially in summer, I was like a
kid in a candy store. I had all this “new”
water and basically had it all to myself.

Kevin Morgenthaler with a 5-pound
walleye.

the potential of the fish waiting for you.
I prefer to use a small metal leader with
this bait, as northern pike love the action of it moving through the pads and
then striking just after the crawdad hits
open water. Try your own favorite bass
baits and keep track of the colors that
are most successful.
Around 7:30 PM it is time to switch
gears and go for the panfish. I love a
pink and white 1/16-ounce jig fished
with 4-pound test on an ultra-light rod.
With the sun setting below the tree line,
the shadows are covering the lake. You
now have the edge, as most backwater lakes are crystal clear. Start fishing
the weedlines. Most evenings the wind
has subsided, which is important when
fishing with artificial. I cast right next
to pads and let the bait slowly sink for

I had never seen anyone target walleyes
up this shallow—only the bass or pike
anglers. The one exception to finding
walleyes up this shallow was during the
spring spawn, and even then it was for
only a short period of time.
Looking shallow isn’t your only key
to catching these walleyes. The real key
to unlocking great summertime walleye
fishing is location. These fish were holing in exact locations that related to specific pieces of structure. If the wind was
blowing into the area, even better; the
stirred water kept visibility even lower.
When targeting these fish oriented to
shallow water structure, I had to make
precise casts to get the jig accurately
within six inches of the structure and
the closer the better. If the bait landed
any more than a foot away from the
wood, I did not get a strike. The walleyes

Author with two crappies caught on Mini Mites in pink and white.

about three seconds. Then start a jerky
retrieve, watching your line all the time.
If the line starts going off to the side, set
the hook. Crappies like to mouth the
bait and swim with it before inhaling.
Another point to remember is that if
you like to fish the bottom, your chances
of picking up perch will increase. Perch
are an aggressive feeder; you will know
when they hit. Male bluegills love the
pink and white and are found close to
the lily pads. They do not make any excuses and will hit the jig with full force.
Crappies are the last in the chain of pan-

fish that will bite better with darkness.
Enjoy the late evening flight of ducks
and geese as you depart. Also, this is the
time when the mosquitoes are looking
for a good meal. I like to wear head netting, long light pants, and a nice light
long sleeved shirt. Have fun and always
remember to bring a friend.
Wayne Morgenthaler has fished southwestern
Wisconsin for the past 45 years. He has written
outdoor articles for MidWest News’ website
under the name Little Bobber. A retired high
school teacher and coach, Wayne is married
with three children.

were holding so tightly to the structure
that it was like I was surgically removing
them when I did hook fish.
I continued with that specific pattern for the remainder of the summer
and found that it was successful right
into the fall. Since that initial revelation I have applied the technique year
after year, and with a few modifications
a “fluke” has evolved into a reliable walleye pattern when the dog days of summer arrive.
Phil is the owner of Hooksetters Guide Service
in central Wisconsin and Hookset Adventures
in Eagle River, Wisconsin, which keeps him
on the water over 200 days a year. Phil lives
in Mosinee, Wisconsin, and can be reached
at pschweik@dwave.net, on his website:
hooksetters.biz or hooksetadventures.com, at
715.693.5843 or on Facebook at Phil Schweik.

The author’s daughter, Cassandra
Schweik, with a fine Wisconsin River
walleye.
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On Wisconsin Outdoors
Winnebago walleyes fall to cast and drift

A

lthough Lady Luck plays her
part, successful fishing is most
often based on right decisions.
For the experienced angler, the decisions
are calculated. Where do I set up? When
do I go? What do I use?
Jim Olsson made the perfect decision
in July when he canceled a planned trip
to Lake Winnebago targeting walleyes.
Extended still weather and scorching
temperatures hung over Wisconsin. Olsson reasoned that with no wind to stir
up baitfish, the predator had no reason
to move, either, and would hold tight on
the bottom instead of moving up to feed
on the shallow, vast weed bars.
Since our tactic would be drifting and
throwing crankbaits over the shallow
bars, with trailing crawlers also part of
the arsenal, Olsson waited for dropping
temperatures and rising winds. Our payoff when we hit the state’s largest inland
lake days later was Winnebago gold: big
walleyes and lots of them.
Scott Heitman and I of New Berlin
Doug Graber shows a 23-inch walleye
and the crankbait it fell to drifting
and casting. Jim Olsson put the July
anglers on fast action.

put in with Olsson and Doug Graber of
Mukwonago at Nagy Park on the west
end of Winnebago before first light. Our
sights were set on Long Point Reef, a
huge bar and one of many that a fisherman can’t come close to covering in a
day drifting and casting. Although the
lot was filled, Winnebago is so large
at 137,708 acres and 30 miles long by
10 miles wide that only one other boat
worked this particular reef.
Olsson was a doubter who evolved
slowly into a true believer by fishing
Winnie and listening to the banter. His
cousin’s first trip to Winnebago resulted in a four-man limit of walleyes to
18 inches. There is no size restriction
on the self-sustaining Winnebago with
a five fish bag. Those May fish, Olsson
thinks, were males still returning from
the spring river runs.
“I listened to the talk on Winnebago,”
he said. “I knew how good the July and
August walleye and perch fishing could
be. I started to think, maybe I’m missing
something.”

Jim Olsson, Doug Graber, and Scott Heitman with some of the walleyes taken on
crankbaits and trailing crawlers while drifting.

Before our trip, Olsson returned several times to Winnebago to learn the
lake and try to determine where the fish
would be each time, why and when. He
found answers in success and failure. He
never caught a walleye nocturnally despite fishing all night. When he rescheduled our trip, his eyes were on the radar.
“The fish were shut down for a long
time during the hot, still weather,” he
said. “When we did hit the water, we
would be in cool temperatures and
ahead of a big storm front coming in. I
think Winnebago is best in 10 mile per
hour winds. We had a lot higher winds
than that, so we put out the wind sock
and used an occasional double-anchor
drag.”
Olsson used his 18-foot Tracker with
Merc 115 to move across the lake and
used the east/southeasterly winds to
push our first drift across Long Point
reef. We then moved north or south a
few hundred yards on the reef to work
new water. Winds rising to 20 mph fed
the constant two-foot chop to the occasional three or four footers. Boats could
be seen silhouetted on the horizon in
the never-ending trolling circle pattern
utilized by many anglers here on fish.
“These reefs are all over the west side
of Winnebago,” Olsson said. “On the

north and east side there are deep mud
flats where the walleyes suspend to feed.
Early in the year people are generally
trolling the deep water. I like the sting of
a strike when casting crankbaits.”
That sting came often. When we had
to pull green weeds from the hooks of
our jointed Shad Raps, Husky Jerks, or
Berkley Flicker Shads, we prepared for
walleye strikes. We also pulled crawlers on #8 Baitkeeper hooks with split
shot, which caught walleyes but also six
sheepshead to every gamefish.
Graber broke the ice on the first pass
with a 22-inch fish and another at 23.
Olsson caught the morning’s biggest
walleye at 24-plus and a limit on crawlers and lures. Heitman caught several
fish, including one walleye at 21 inches.
I was waiting for my five-fish limit when
fast action stopped after three hours of
drifting and throwing. With 15 walleyes collectively and four fish between
20 and 24-1/2 inches, we were thick in
Winnebago gold.
“It was my best trip in two years,”
Olsson said. “I’ve never seen that many
bigger fish. Normally it’s fish 18 or 19
inches that we would be talking about.”
Good call, Jim Olsson. Sometimes
things are hot when things are not.
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RON STRESING

Whiskered Warriors
Catfishing the Wolf River

M

MATCH THE BAITFISH
PROFILE!

y rod tip barely twitched
before the rod bent double in
the pole holder. Yet another
channel catfish had hit and taken the
bait with the subtle pick-up of a speeding dump truck. After tossing the catfish
into the cooler, I dried off the orange dip
worm and re-baited it with the smelly
peanut butter-looking bait from the jar.
Before sunrise and boat traffic ended this
memorable morning on the Wolf River,
I had caught 10 nice-sized fish. Once I
had unlocked the right combination of
bait flavor and worm color, filling up the
cooler with catfish wasn’t all that hard.
Dip bait, also called “stink bait” due
to its aromatic qualities, is a deadly efficient way to catch a lot of channel catfish. It’s easy to use and transport and
has the advantage of being a catfishspecific bait. (In over 20 years the only
fish other than a catfish I’ve caught on
dip bait was a 14-inch bullhead.) Unlike night crawlers or red worms, it will
not attract non-target species of fish like
freshwater drum (sheepshead) carp or
suckers.
The heat that kills and transforms expensive night crawlers into smelly goo
only serves to make most dip baits more
soft and sticky. Dip bait can sit in your
boat all summer long—no refrigeration
needed. Since it conveniently comes in
a jar or tub, you can pre-bait rigged dip
worms, leaving them at the ready in the
tub. When a catfish swallows a worm,
you can unclip the leader on that worm,
snap on a freshly baited worm, and you
are back in business.

What makes dip baits so effective are
the amino acids and scents they release.
Channel catfish can literally taste the
water they are swimming in due to the
millions of sensory organs they possess. The fish key on these scents, follow
them to their source and hit the baited
worm. When doing research on dip
baits, I spoke with Sonny Hootman, Sr.,
inventor of Sonny’s Super Sticky Channel Catfish bait. He stated that if it were
possible to isolate the specific amino acids the fish key on, it might be possible
to make an odorless catfish bait. The
plastic dip worm serves mainly as a carrier for the bait. Try several brands until
you find one that works well on the rivers you fish. I tried several brands until
settling on Sonny’s blood formula as my
go-to bait.

3 1/4”, 1/3 oz
12 colors

Tom T. with the
whiskered warrior
of the Wolf.
Photo by Tom Tersine.

Not all dip worms are created equal.
Look for soft plastic worms with rings
or holes to help hold the bait, rigged
with good line and sharp treble hooks.
Small or low-quality, easily bent hooks
can cost you fish. Carry a variety of colors, from naturals like brown or black,
to bright colors like fluorescent orange
and chartreuse. Try bright fluorescent
colors in stained water or on overcast
days. Use glow-in-the-dark dip worms
at night or before sunrise. Like walleyes,
catfish have a special light-gathering
lens in their eyes that helps them see in
low light conditions, which is why worm
color makes a difference. Some anglers
prefer a longer, thinner dip worm. I like
the shorter, fatter worms like the K&E
Stopper, as they give the catfish less
chance to steal the bait.
Rig your dip worms on a slip sinker
rig with about 18 inches between the
bait and the sinker. Most dip worms
have a leader about this long, so just
add the sinker, sinker stop, and swivel.
One-ounce sinkers work on most of the
rivers I fish. I prefer to use an oversized
snap swivel. This allows for a quick
change when a catfish has swallowed
a baited worm. The swivel also prevents line twist, as cats love to roll in the
line. I have a 5-gallon bucket set up for
dip worm fishing with assorted color
worms, bait, extra sinkers and swivels.
It also has a flashlight and a small bat
to dispatch catfish before tossing them
into the cooler. Bring along rags to dry
off worms before reapplying bait. Those
little bamboo chopsticks from Chinese
restaurants make great bait-application
sticks.
Catfish are most active in low light
and love feeding during times with less

boat traffic. Some of my best catches on
the busy Wolf River have been between
3:00 AM and sunrise. Try areas with
current breaks, inside of river bends,
scour holes near bridges, or wood piles.
Deep water near feeder creeks that wash
food into the river can also be hot spots.
I mostly fish catfish after spawning. The
smaller “fiddler” cats are good eating.
Enjoy some fillets dipped in egg and
rolled in cornflake crumbs and you will
know why I fish catfish!
Ron Stresing has been an outdoor writer
since 1996 and has had articles published in
Midwest Outdoors, Fur-Fish-Game, and Badger
Sportsman magazines. He lives in South
Milwaukee with his wife, Donna.

4 1/4”, 3/5 oz
12 colors
- UV reactive,
oversized strike
triggering eyes.
- Honeycomb scale
pattern body.

Genuine silver, 24k gold finishes.
Nothing matches the visibility.
Proudly North American Made.
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Gary Engberg Outdoors
Rock Lake is well worth fishing

R

ock Lake is located in Wisconsin’s
western Jefferson County, conveniently situated close to Milwaukee, Chicago and Madison. Rock Lake,
being a quality year-round fishery, can get
crowded on summer weekends. I suggest
fishing it early or late in the day during
the summer months.
Basics to know before fishing Rock
Lake:
1) The lake is 1,371 acres with 5.8
miles of shoreline and a maximum depth
of over 50 feet. The mean depth is 16
feet with almost 90% of the water deeper
than 20 feet.
2) The water is extremely clear with a
bottom content almost equally divided
between sand, gravel, and muck. Rock
Lake has a wealth of varied structure
with good weeds, steep breaks, mid-lake
humps and bars, numerous piers, and
many cribs.
3) Rock Lake has excellent landings on
the north, southwest and eastern shores.
4) Facilities include a park and toilets.

5) The lake has a diverse, quality fishery with walleyes, northern pike, largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, and all
panfish species. The lake is stocked with
walleye and pike, with some natural reproduction of all species.
6) The town that the lake is located
in, Lake Mills, is home to a Wisconsin
DNR’s fish hatchery.
If fishing Rock Lake for the first time,
make sure that you purchase and understand a good map and have quality
electronics. The “chips” that you can buy
from Navionics and Lake Master give
you the exact contours and many features that a map won’t. Before hitting the
water, decide what species of fish you’re
going to target and look on your map or
chip for the structure, depth and locations that you plan to fish.
Walleyes, regularly stocked with fry
and fingerlings, are a major species targeted on this lake. Natural reproduction occurs, but stocking is needed to
maintain the fishery. Walleyes average

15 to 20 inches with the possibility of a
trophy. Summer locations to try include
the steep drop from 15 to 40 feet south
of Ferry Park on the lake’s western shore.
Hit the other rock bars on the lake: Center, Gravel, and the “Knob.” Fremont Bar
in the center of the lake should be fished
during low light periods using fathead
minnows and leeches on jigs and slipfloats over the gravel and rocks. Also
fish all the major lake points for summer
‘eyes while rigging, jigging or float fishing.
Northern pike are another fish anglers
can target with pike to the 28-inch range
numerous and the occasional fish over
40 inches. Pike are stocked to maintain the fishable population. Pike can be
caught all summer on the western weed
beds from the northwest corner all the
way south to and including the “marsh.”
Rock Lake’s “good” weeds are all on the
west side. Other locations to fish are
man-made cribs around the lake, docks
and piers, and transition areas near the
mid-lake bars where water goes shallow
to deep. Cast buzzbaits, crankbaits and
surface lures for pike.
Largemouth bass are common
throughout with the average fish being
12 to 15 inches and up to 20 inches. Fish
the weeds on the west shore, along the
docks on the east shore and in the southern marsh. Normal spinnerbaits, buzzbaits, and shallow-running crankbaits
work in most lake locations. Largemouth
can also be caught by fishing a slip-float
and leech just outside the numerous

Guide Ron Barefield with a nice
smallmouth bass.

weed beds.
Smallmouth bass are increasing in
numbers with some natural reproduction. Smallmouth like rocks and gravel,
which are key to catching them. The
Sand Bar in the lake’s northwest corner
is a nice spot to cast jigs with tubes and
black spinnerbaits. Cast deep-running
crankbaits like #5 or #7 Shad Raps in
the perch color anywhere there is rock.
Smallies will also use piers and cribs as
structure.
Catch all panfish all year long, with
summer being the best time. Large
schools of panfish suspend over Rock
Lake’s main basin. Try drifting over the
suspended schools in water from 30 to 50
feet, using wax worms and crappie minnows. Use your electronics to locate the
schools.
Rock Lake is a “must fish” summer
lake with something for everyone. And
it’s only a few gallons of gas away!
Contacts: Muskie Mikes Bait Shop in
Lake Mills. 920.648.3136.
Contact Gary Engberg at 608.795.4208 or
gengberg@garyengbergoutdoors.com, or visit
garyengbergoutdoors.com.
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Presents....
An ‘Up Nort’ Report
by Dan Moericke

DAN MOERICKE

An ‘Up Nort’ Report
Take a hike!

S

tatistically, I guess that it’s not uncommon after many years of marriage for a wife
to tell her husband to “take a hike.” Mine does so on a regular basis. Fortunately
for me, she doesn’t want me to leave … she just wants me to accompany her on a
trek through some pretty scenic places.
On a recent spring weekend I was pried out of my boat for a day on the hiking
trails in the Upper Peninsula. Our destination was Porcupine Mountains Wilderness
State Park. The park sits on the south shore of Lake Superior and is less than a twohour drive from our cabin in Eagle River.
Porcupine Mountains Wilderness State Park encompasses 60,000 acres of hills,
rivers, waterfalls, lakes, campgrounds, and hiking trails (over 90 miles of them!). It
is largely unspoiled by commercial endeavors. There are no zip-lines, go-cart tracks,
waterparks, or jet-ski rentals … just nature. I’m pretty sure I had zero bars on my cell
phone. Heck, I didn’t even take it out of the car. Some people may not be able to deal
with that.
This year the park is celebrating its 70th birthday. If you decide to check it out, I
recommend that your first stop be at the Visitor Center. The cost for a non-resident
continued on page 17
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MOERICKE, from page 16

vehicle is $9 a day. The young woman
at the desk was very helpful in pointing us toward the “must see” stops for a
day trip. While we’d been to the Porkies
multiple times before, it was still good to
get a refresher on the layout. For more
information, visit mi.gov/porkies.
On this day our friends Mike and
Sandy Bishop joined us for our adventure. We started with a picnic lunch at
one of the park’s many campground/
picnic areas. Grills, picnic tables, a shelter, and restrooms were all available. As
it was a cool spring day, there were no
crowds and, thanks to the breeze, minimal mosquitos.
Our first hike was along the Presque
Isle River where it flows into Lake Superior. One thing I have to say for the
Yoopers is that they love their boardwalks! I am always amazed by the
amount of boardwalks, steps, bridges,
and platforms along these trails. It boggles the mind to think about the labor
that went into building them. Recent
rains had the river flowing full force,
and the falls were roaring.
Our second hike was to the lookout
tower. This involved a half mile trek
up trails and more boardwalks but was
worth every step. Fortunately for us, the

The lookout tower provides a panoramic view of the big lake they call Gitchee Gumee.

morning clouds had been replaced by
blue skies by the time we made our ascent. The view was spectacular.
Our last stop of the day was Lake of
the Clouds. The overlook is only a couple
hundred yards from the parking area and
made for an excellent vantage point to
enjoy a cold beer, as happy hour was de-

clared to be “close enough.” Again, with
clear skies, the view of the lake and surrounding hillsides was exceptional.
The park offers lots of campgrounds,
cabins and remote camping opportunities. For a day trip, the drive is an easy
one and the scenery can’t be beat. So if
you’re looking for a cool day trip to break

up your north woods visit, head on up to
the Porkies and “take a hike.” Just sayin’.
Dan Moericke is an avid and successful
Wisconsin fisherman from Wausau and an
occasional guest on outdoor fishing programs.
On the water, he always tells us some version of
the truth.
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DICK ELLIS

The Baiting Game
Hard work brings the bears
PUBLISHER’S NOTE:
Due to a Transient Ischemic Attack
(mini stroke), OWO columnist and
Wisconsin bear guide Mike Foss has
sold Northern Wisconsin Outfitters to
top NWO guide Robert Haas. Foss,
who has offered his expertise and
uncanny knowledge of black bears to
Wisconsin hunters and readers of this
paper for years, will continue writing
his column and assisting Haas in the
field on a less strenuous basis.
Foss’s expertise in putting hunters
on bears and his knowledge of
bears to those of us who watch him
annually in the field is extraordinary.
Hunters achieve near 100 percent
shot opportunity. Foss hunters have
produced a 638-pound boar, 500-plus
pound bears, and numerous bears
exceeding 400 pounds. He knows how
to dissect the puzzle of Wisconsin’s
largest, most intelligent and elusive
bears. Foss also invests the field time
necessary in baiting from snow melt to
September and in strategically placing
stands to ultimately fasten tags to
those largest bears.
Disabled hunters and youth hunters
facing life-threatening illnesses and
their families have come to know
Foss’s generosity and compassionate
side as the guide donates NWO
hunts and his field time routinely. This
reporter also knows Mike Foss as one
good friend. He’s emotionally beaten
up a bit from making the change,
but he can’t get away from us. I can
also tell you from watching Foss and
Robert Haas work together for years
that this Washburn, Bayfield County
camp remains in very good hands.

Dick Ellis

T

he black bear did not reach his
size without carrying a kind
of sixth sense to survive the
years and Wisconsin’s rugged Bayfield
County. Pushing 500 pounds, the boar
cautiously approaches the bait station
established five months before this
2014 fall morning when winter snow
melt first allowed guides of Northern
Wisconsin Outfitters to access the
backcountry.
The bait has been replenished often
since that first April morning, and the
guide’s circuit becomes a weekly, then
daily routine with the season looming.
Black bears learn that there will be food
at these stations spread over 30 miles
when the ATVs leave and habitually
return to feast. The hard work over the
summer months means virtually 100
percent shot opportunity for the hunters who draw the coveted Wisconsin
bear tags each fall.
Now, on this brisk September morning, a lone archer holds vigil over the
bait. He’s waiting for the monster bear
nicknamed “Bacon” after being caught
on video vigorously rubbing the sapling
smeared with bacon-gel bear attractant
by guide Mike Foss. (See this bear video
on the homepage at www.onwisconsinoutdoors.com) Northern Wisconsin
Outfitters has a reputation of tagging
monster bears, as large as 638 pounds,
and this brute has also been captured
on trail camera several times on this
bait.
The veteran hunter has been warned
that he will have one opportunity for
the kill and any mistake will keep the
bear from returning. That mistake, or
maybe no mistake at all but just the

This 400-pound bear captured on trail cam never returned to the bait during
shooting hours after busting the archer on stand during the 2014 season.

sixth sense of the boar kicking in again,
is marked by the soft crack of a branch.
The hunter slowly turns his head to
watch the enormous backside of the
bear in a slow gait as he abandons his
approach of the bait to melt into the
forest.
The guides are right. The hunter did
not see Bacon again in 2014, but he was
there. Each night when the archer departed the stand at the close of shooting
hours, the bear would return 15 minutes later to feed in the black. Cameras
recorded the evidence.
With the 2015 season now just two
months out, bears are again habitually
visiting the bait stations and the guides
again laying out the ambushes for Bacon and others like him. “Scruff Face,” a
bear in the 500-pound class nicknamed
for the mangled head and lost eye most
likely suffered in combat with another
boar, is out there again. So is “Bus-15,”
the 700-pound mammoth that captured

center stage in 2014.
Foss and head guide Robert Haas
have the game plans in motion. Bacon’s
stand has been moved to accommodate
a rifle hunter 60 yards off the bait and
opposite of where the original stand
was set and the archer busted. Big bears
have long memories. Boars are known
to venture miles chasing sows during
the summer mating season but can still
be counted on to return to their core
territory and bait they visited the year
before. A natural shooting lane will also
offer cover to the rifle hunter. The plan
is marvelous in theory, but this is Wisconsin bear hunting targeting the biggest ... and the brightest.
Foss is excited as he slowly takes the
long walk along the field edge with bait
bucket in hand toward the ambush.
This is his first time back since the
stand has been moved. The bear has not
been seen in almost a year, but moncontinued on page 26
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WISCONSIN-MADE HENRY
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is “Henry Repeating Arms – Rice Lake Wisconsin – Made in USA”. The serial
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We invite you to own a riﬂe made in the great state of
Wisconsin. Start by ordering our free catalog which
comes with a list of Henry dealers in
your area.
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TODD BOHM

Wounded Warriors In Action
Helping heroes heal in Marathon County

W

ho says that America doesn’t
have heroes anymore? During the weekend of May 15
- 17, I had the opportunity to host four
purple heart heroes from the Wounded
Warriors in Action program for two days
of turkey hunting and fishing in central
Wisconsin. My family was proud to
host our seventh annual “cast and blast”
event. Combat veterans/heroes who
participated in the program included:
Kenneth Southworth, Jacob Elbe, Jeremy
Albrecht, and Karl Simandl.
Wounded Warriors in Action was
founded in 2007 by retired Army Lt.
Colonel John McDaniel. The purpose
is to provide world-class hunting and
fishing opportunities for purple heart
veterans who have been wounded. A
native of Wisconsin and 20-plus-year
army veteran, McDaniel has made it
his personal mission to help with the
physical/mental healing of our returning wounded heroes. Centering on the
healing powers of the outdoor experience and developing new friendships,

McDaniel’s program has grown over the
past eight years. It now provides purple
heart heroes over 60 opportunities during 2015 that include saltwater fishing
trips, alligator hunts, bear hunts, duck
hunts, and whitetail hunts.
The four veterans who participated
in the central Wisconsin program arrived via car and plane. Within minutes
the common bond that only combat
veterans can know soon had the men
talking and sharing stories. Following a
Wisconsin-style fish fry the veterans hit
the rack in preparation for the Saturday
hunt that would begin at 3:00 the next
morning.
As dawn broke on Saturday morning,
three hereos found themselves scattered
around southeastern Marathon County hunting turkeys with three volunteer guides. Hero Jacob Elbe decided to
try his hand at fishing and Wisconsin
Angling Adventures guides Joel Deboer and Joe Szarkowitz soon had him
putting fish into their boat. Hero Karl
Simandl had the best opportunity to

harvest a gobbler, as we had snuck into
a pre-positioned blind and soon had
tom gobbles thundering in the roost tree
just 100 yards away. With a picture perfect set-up, the tom flew from his roost,
hit the ground 80 yards away from the
blind, and, unfortuately, decided to
move to a different field. Once in the
other field, the tom proceeded to gobble
all morning but would not come to our
calls.
After a quick lunch and nap, the hunters went back to the woods and Jacob
again hit the beautiful waters of central
Wisconsin. Although no gobblers were
shot during the evening, all of the hunters had opportunities to see and hear
toms.
Sunday morning saw all four veterans choosing to turkey hunt. Angler
extraordinaire Jacob Elbe connected on
a huge tom that charged into the decoy
spread of volunteer guide Ken Maciaz. The other hunters once again were
treated to a symphony of early morning
wildlife songs that only turkey hunt-

Hero Jacob Elbe with one of the many
walleyes caught during the WWIA
Wisconsin Cast and Blast weekend.

ers know, but no other toms were shot.
Wounded hero Karl Simandl summed
up the weekend by saying, “This has
been an awesome weekend. I could stay
out in the woods forever; it is so peaceful and calming.”
Special thanks goes out to all of our
heroes who have sacrificed so much in
defense of the freedoms that we encontinued on page 29
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Ashland
More than just a
great place to fish!

A

lthough the Chequamegon Bay
area is certainly known for its
world-class smallmouth bass
fishing, there is plenty to experience and
enjoy even if your particular passion in
life isn’t hauling in a trophy fish.

Ashland is home to a full-service
121-slip marina conveniently located in
the center of town. While the anglers in
your party head out on the world’s largest freshwater lake in search of musky,
trout, salmon or walleye, you can explore our unique shops, galleries and
specialty stores where you’ll find everything from local delicacies and gourmet delights to outdoor gear, vintage
clothing and fine art. Ashland also offers
a wide variety of mouthwatering mealtime choices.

Grab a quick bite to eat before venturing out to sightsee or savor a candlelit
dinner on the pristine shores of Chequamegon Bay. Gather local organic treats
and artisan breads and cheeses for a

©2015 Badgerland Financial, ACA.
NMLS ID 458065.

continued on page 26

When it comes to lenders, you have options. But when it comes
to financing the great outdoors, not all are created equal.
Badgerland Financial makes owning bare land, hunting
land and other recreational property affordable, with
long-term financing for properties of unlimited acreage–with or
without buildings or improvements.
If you haven’t already, get to know
Badgerland Financial. Let us prove
why we’re the better option.

(877) 789-9058
badgerlandfinancial.com
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LEE GATZKE

NextBuk Outdoors
Passing smell test is most difficult
deer hunters’ challenge

I

n today’s technically advanced society there are some
claims that very successful companies preach that
don’t pass my “smell test.” A lifetime of hunting and
the experiences of a network of hunting friends have
convinced me that there is currently no scent-eliminating or masking product that will prevent a deer from
smelling your presence.

amount of scent we omit but not disguise it enough to
escape detection by a deer. Weather conditions affect
how long our scent remains detectable by deer, but as
a rule of thumb, expect a deer to be able to detect your
scent trail for up to four days. I liken it to a road-killed
skunk when its freshly squashed smell is overpowering
but eventually fades away.

My friends and I have tried everything on the market
to mask or eliminate our scent when hunting and none
have delivered as promised. What we have concluded
is that if a deer is downwind of you or walks across
your trail, most of the time you’re busted. Even when
you’ve cleansed yourself with the bacteria-killing soaps,
donned the latest activated carbon-layered suit, sprayed
on odor-eliminating compounds, and used the ozoneemanating contraptions.

Once deer have detected human scent in areas they
are not used to encountering it, they become super
alert, and, in effect, they then hunt us. By traveling
downwind of the scent trail at a safe distance they do
their best to locate the source, us, so they can skirt our
position without getting too close. It’s no wonder why
the first time we hunt a spot that is devoid of human
scent the resident deer, having not yet noticed our presence, go about their normal activities.

A deer’s sense of smell is such that it can detect a
human’s scent trail up to four days after we have been
there and gone. Its sense of smell is much more dependable and efficient for detecting humans than
any other of its senses. We’ve been able to reduce the

The deer are on their feet in daylight and are readily
spotted by hunters who have properly-placed stands.
Once these same deer spot us or get a whiff of human
scent the game changes. It may take them a few hours
or a few days to discover humans have invaded their

Author checks wind direction with milkweed seeds.

previously secure hideout, but they will detect the scent
we leave behind and know we were there. Then they
move less in daylight, sticking to heavy cover and using the wind religiously to scent check everything from
a safe distance before proceeding. If the path ahead
doesn’t pass the smell test, they detour.
It seems funny that a farmer going about his daily
activities sees deer out in the open, casually feeding or
traveling, seemingly ignoring him. He drives his tractor
within a stone’s throw of them as they occasionally give
him a glance. They accept him as a part of the natural
order of things, a scene that has innocently repeated
itself a hundred times and is no threat to them. Once
that same farmer alters his normal routine, for example, by chasing a cow on the loose into their woods,
those deer become alert and take notice.
Deer learn the routines of humans that inhabit their
turf and develop a tolerance for these people going
about their normal business. They learn to read us,
sensing when we are or are not a threat to them. Farmers working their fields and tending to their livestock,
the mailman delivering mail, kids playing in the yard—
all these activities they have learned are not threatening and are tolerated. Once those routines are altered,
like the farmer chasing his wayward cattle through the
woods, the deer notice and go on high alert. They may
take flight or go into hiding. Likewise, occasionally
when humans enter the woods to hunt, the deer take
notice. Seeing or smelling a human where they normally do not alarms them. The deer will change their habits
to avoid coming into contact with humans. Using their
nose and knowledge of the landscape they seek out a
new refuge, and if it is free of human odor, in effect
passing the “smell test,” they settle in.
Fooling a deer’s nose is the hardest obstacle a hunter
has to overcome, and I have not found anything better
to do so than staying downwind of them.
Lee Gatzke is co-owner of NextBuk Outdoors, producers of
tactical hunting videos. In grade school he chased rabbits with his
homemade bow and arrows, which lead to a passion for hunting
bigger game all over the Midwest and western states. In between
hunting seasons Lee is usually scouting for his next buck....
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TOM CARPENTER

Badger
Birds
Killdeer

M

eet a shorebird without the
shore. The adaptable killdeer
frequents Wisconsin’s open
areas such as lawns, golf courses,
athletic fields, pastures, plowed fields,
vacant lots, and even parking lots in
summer. Killdeer are famous for their
jerky run-stop-run-stop gait, designed
to scare up insect prey as the birds
hunt along.
Look for a graceful, long-legged
bird with a brown-tan back, white undersides, two black bands across the
chest, a white neck ring and a pointed
tail. The bill is narrow, pointed and
black, while the legs are pale colored.
Listen for the killdeer’s namesake
call, a loud and shrill kill-deer, killdeer, kill-deer, made in flight. Killdeer
will even make this call at night when
startled.
Observe a killdeer doing its broken-wing-drag act when you come
too close to the bird’s cryptic nest or
well-camouflaged chicks. The killdeer
will then flush on slender, pointed
wings and call loudly when the danger
has been successfully lured away.
Did you know that the killdeer is a
great swimmer even though it inhabits dry land habitats? It’s a throwback
to this plover’s shorebird origins.

Native son Tom Carpenter writes about the
outdoor world for a variety of national and
regional publications.

strous tracks in the clay verify that the boar is a survivor again.
The guide is tense as he enters the corner of the timber. His
awareness of the surroundings intensifies. The bait station lies
just ahead. A shot of adrenalin brings him to a stop. His eyes fix
on the bear he knows only from photos. The monster makes another slow escape. The bear pauses for one last look back and for
a fleeting moment locks eyes with the intruder who has quietly
caught him off guard. And then, as Foss says later, he evaporates
silently into the foliage.
Home again, Foss views new photos and a video that confirm the return of the monster … and also confirms a problem.
Bacon’s departure has sent him immediately past the new stand
set-up. After studying the bear’s retreat and discovering its new
entrance and exit trails to the bait, Foss is convinced that one extraordinarily intelligent bear “thinks” he has already out-smarted
the hunters again.
“I don’t think so,” Foss reflects. The chess match with the most
wary of bear and others is far from over. But it is time for another
move by the guides. The game, and conclusion with each of these The same bear was kicked off the same bait pile by Mike
monsters of Bayfield, will play out soon enough.
Foss in June 2015. The chess match continues.
ASHLAND, from page 23

picnic in the north woods. Check out
one of Ashland’s locally-owned eateries for home-cooked specialties or sip
an award-winning craft-brewed beer
with your meal. And with charming
B&Bs, rustic cottages, fine hotels and
family-owned motels, you’ll find just
the right lodging establishment in
Ashland to fit your family’s needs.
Take a fascinating stroll through
Ashland’s rich history by touring the
city’s colorful downtown murals, each
highlighting a particular aspect of
Ashland’s past, with subjects ranging
from the city’s lumberjacks and military veterans to its railroads, old-time
storefronts and recently demolished
ore dock.
Since painting their first historic Ashland mural in 1998 as part of
the state’s sesquicentennial celebration, northern Wisconsin artists Kelly
Meredith and Sue Prentice Martinsen
have conceived and created more than
a dozen vibrant murals throughout
this storied city nestled on the shores
of Lake Superior. Thanks to the efforts
of those two talented artists and the
support of the entire community, in
2005 Ashland achieved the distinction
of “Historic Mural Capital of Wisconsin,” making the city a year-round
public art destination.
Self-guided Mural Walk Tour brochures are available at the Ashland
Area Chamber of Commerce, P.O.
Box 746, 1716 W. Lake Shore Drive,
Ashland, WI 54806 or by calling
800.284.9484. Check out visitashland.
com for additional mural information and history.

DENNY MURAWSKA

Fillet Your Fish,
Not Your Hands

These gloves a worthy investment

W

ell, it’s that time of
Another instance from my teaching
year again when
career still gives me the heebie jeeyou might be pulling
bies. In any chemistry lab you work
in a haul of panfish. Then comes
with glass tubing that fits into rubber
the task of removing tempting
stoppers. I always stressed to students
chunks known as fillets from the
to never, ever try to force it. If it is
tasty beasts. One item you really
stuck, just throw it away. Of course,
owe it to yourself to invest in for
well-meaning advice is not althis slicing and dicing is a good
ways heeded. My student broke
set of cut-resistant gloves.
the tubing while trying to twist
it out, severed a nerve in her
The older I get the more the
finger, and lost feeling in it for
cautious side of my nature
good.
emerges. I never thought
much about such gloves until
So next time you need to fillet
I saw a pair on sale at a local
a mess of panfish, slimy northerns,
surplus store. I don’t think
or just about any fish at all, protect
they were much more than
those two indispensable tools known
a couple of bucks. Money
as your hands. Suitable gloves
well spent!
Gloves like this help come in many styles. Some
I always remember the protect from a wet, have steel threads in them, while
slippery knife.
others sport high-tech fibers like
story my dad told of a felKevlar. Get a pair you are comfortlow who was a bit on the
able with and use them. Forgive the
impatient side who had one of those
pun, but they will not cost an arm and
fillet knives with no hilt and a slick
a leg to add to your tackle. They are
wooden handle. Evidently, he wantsurely worth every nickel you pay for
ed to anchor his slippery quarry and
them.
impale the tail end of the fish with
one knife while he worked on it with
Denny Murawska has been a contributor to
another. Using a stabbing thrust, his
the wacky UP Magazine, Wishigan, Verse
hand slipped down the knife and the
Wisconsin, and The Pulse. His church is the
cut was severe. We all cringe at the very
pine cathedral that surrounds him at his home
near Black River Falls.
thought of such a thing.
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MIKE YURK

Bassology
New kid on the block: the ChatterBait

O

ver the years there have been a lot
of bass baits. Some survive and
some disappear. Many of the baits
I remember seeing in the 1950s and ‘60s
are long gone. Others have stood the test
of time.

In the last few years one bait has hit the
market and its unique design has captured both fishermen and fish. The new
kid on the block is the ChatterBait by ZMan.
It is essentially a jig with a hex-shaped
blade in front. It also includes a plastic
skirt and a split tail trailer on the hook.
On the package Z-Man promotes the
ChatterBait as having the “action of a
crankbait, the profile of a jig and the flash
of a spinner bait.”
I bought a couple of them, and, like so
many baits, it floated around the tackle box for a while until I finally tried it.
From the very beginning I caught fish
with it, and now it’s one of my essential
baits that I use regularly.

How To Use Them
Generally I use the ChatterBait in shallow to medium depths from three to sev-

en feet of water. It is easy to use. Just cast
it out and use a slow, steady retrieve. The
blade in front has a very erratic movement affecting the skirt, which gives it a
unique movement that triggers strikes.
To fish it shallow start retrieving it as
soon as it hits the water. For use in deeper
water let the bait sink for a moment or
two before starting the retrieve.
The ChatterBait is relatively weedless,
so it works well around vegetation. I especially like to use it in, around and over
the top of weeds. It makes noise as well
as having flash and a pulsating skirt that
brings fish out of the weeds. I also use the
ChatterBait near any cover and structure.
It performs nicely around docks and especially areas where there is a lot of brush
or fallen trees.

ChatterBait Options
The ChatterBait comes in a number of
colors and sizes. I use the ¼-ounce and
3/8-ounce sizes. I use it with a spinning
rod and find 8- or 10-pound monofilament works well with those sizes. It is also
offered in ½- and 5/8- ounce sizes, which
probably work better with casting gear.

There are many colors from which to
choose. There are silver and gold as well
as painted blades and different colors
for skirts and trailers. Some Chatterbaits
come with a grub body and no skirts.
In an effort to keep it simple I use what
is called The Original ChatterBait, which
comes in ten different colors. My favorite
color is white. It is the same color I predominately use in spinnerbaits. My next
favorite color is black and blue since it
looks similar to the color of the jigs I use
for pig and jig fishing. Both of these ChatterBait colors come with silver blades.
One summer day I went through my
two colors of ChatterBaits and still wasn’t
hitting fish when my fishing buddy started catching fish on a pumpkin-colored
bait in a larger size. Luckily he had an
extra bait with him and leant it to me. We
ended up catching a lot fish by the time
the day was over.
Check out ChatterBait at zmanfishing.
com. Or type in “ChatterBaits” on Google
for additional information.
One word of caution: ChatterBaits can
be a bit pricey, so I use them with a light
5-inch 12-pound wire leader to prevent

The Chatterbait has the action of a
crankbait, the profile of a jig and the
flash of a spinnerbait.

northern pike from ripping them off. I
have caught some big northern pike as
well as bass with ChatterBaits.
Although it may be a relatively new bait
in the history of bass fishing, the ChatterBait is destined to be around for a long
time because it catches lots of fish.
Mike Yurk has published more than 600 articles
in national and regional outdoor publications. He
has published five books on outdoor subjects.
He is a retired Army officer and lives in Hudson,
Wisconsin. Contact Mike at bassinmajor@yahoo.
com.

RON STRESING

Targeting Rainbows On Rough Seas
Choppy water not just for walleyes

T

he Lake Michigan waves had built from choppy
two-footers to three-footers, and by the look of
things, this was going to be a short trip. My cousin
Ken and I were about eight miles off Milwaukee when we
set out our lines. The first hit came on a port-side planner board trailing lead core line. Along with the bouncing rod, you could see a beautiful silvery fish jumping
clear of the waves. I fought and netted the fish, a sleek
7-pound rainbow trout. Kenny’s 18-foot AlumaCraft was
being bounced around like a cork in a washing machine,
and you had to keep a hand on the wheel at all times. We
fished for another two hours or so before determining we
had all the fun we could stand for one day. We motored
back into South Shore with three silvery rainbow trout
in the cooler. Our short, rough water trip had yielded a
7- and an 8-pound fish, as well as a massive 17 ½-pound
rainbow.
Like a lot of “big pond” anglers, I’ve always kept notes
to help determine what does and does not work on Lake
Michigan. One pattern I have noticed is that rainbow
trout love to feed in rough, choppy water. Rainbows are

regularly found way offshore in Lake Michigan, often
feeding in the upper one-third of the water column.
They are frequently regarded as the most boat shy and
wary of the Lake Michigan salmonids. It’s pretty much
standard operating procedure to run lines targeting
the big trout on boards or flat lines run way back, away
from the boat. Open water roaming rainbows regularly
pick food from the surface, as evidenced by stomach
contents like June bugs and butterflies found in the big
trout.
My theory is the rough water gives the fish a feeling
of security, as the chop breaks up the surface and limits
light penetration. The wind also moves food around and
out to the rainbow’s offshore feeding zone. We borrow a
trick from salt water anglers and look for gulls feeding
on dead floating baitfish. Food like dead or wounded
baitfish and insects often form floating “scum lines,” and
finding one out in open water can be the key to locating
trout. Work your lines in and out of the line in an “S”
pattern.

We like to work the upper one-third of the water for
rainbows, with lines set as shallow as 10 feet down. Run
long lengths of line between the downrigger ball and
bait. Planner boards should be set out and back, usually
with lead core line. Reliable “bread and butter” rainbow
baits include the fly-and-dodger combinations, diving
crank baits in blue/silver or green/silver, smaller versions of plugs like J-Plugs, and spoons like Slammers.
Be sure to set out glow-in-the-dark colors during lowlight periods and on cloudy, overcast days. We like to set
out a mix of colors and let the fish pick out their favorites. For example, all three of the trout taken on the trip
mentioned in the beginning of the article were taken on
Bloody Nose pattern Slammers. By the end of the trip,
we had all four of that pattern of Slammer out for trout.
Use GPS or landmarks to stay in an area where you
find fish. Even though they are roaming open water,
rainbows often form schools, and where you find one
fish, you are likely to find more. Sometimes lone pieces
continued on page 29
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TOM CARPENTER

Cubs Corner
Canoe away a summer day

W

hen you’re looking for an
activity the whole family can
enjoy this summer, here’s a
suggestion: take a canoe trip down one
of Wisconsin’s beautiful rivers. It’s an
outing you can do in a day or you can
combine it with an overnight camping
adventure. Either way, canoes, kids and
summertime make a potent combination
for creating memories that last a lifetime.

The day trip has always been a staple
for my family. It’s something everybody
can do, and even my wife likes to canoe
now when summer is in the air. Plus,
there’s so much to do to keep everybody
happy: stop for a swim and cool off at a
sand bar; explore a mid-river island for
butterflies; watch eagles soaring overhead; throw in a nightcrawler-baited
line or two to see if we can catch a catfish or smallmouth bass.
The secret to success on an overnight
canoe camping trip is packing light and
keeping the foray simple. Heck, we even
forego a tent in most cases. Nothing like
sleeping out under the stars! The only

real concern is making sure everybody
has enough to eat. A big cooler full of
food, snacks, bottled water and lemonade keeps the stomachs happy and everybody hydrated.

an-adult shallow), so nobody ever feels
unsafe. Still, as with all canoe outings,
wear your life jacket! The Wisconsin,
especially the river’s lower reaches below
Sauk City, offers countless sandbars for
camping.

canoeing. Day trips are best. Work the
New London and Waupaca areas.

Three Southern Wisconsin Gems

I consider the St. Croix my home river
these days. The water is stained brown
from the water’s tamarack swamp origins, but this is a super-clean river. My
favorite runs are Danbury to Grantsburg and Taylors Falls down to William
O’Brien State Park across the river in
Minnesota. The fishing is excellent.

Here are three suggestions for canoeing fun in southern Wisconsin. The
Kickapoo flows through some of our
state’s most ruggedly stunning countryside. In contrast, the smaller Sugar River
in Dane and Green Counties wanders
through a gentle, pastoral landscape of
prairies, crop fields, cow pastures and
lowland forest. A little to the west the
Pecatonica meanders slowly through
rolling hills of woods and farms.

Chippewa River

More Ideas

So where can you do some canoeing
this summer in Wisconsin? The following list outlines some of the best spots as
well as a few lesser-known gems.

The Chippewa is another classic Wisconsin canoe stream. The 48 miles from
the Arpin dam down to the Flambeau
are best. Choose a stretch and go!

Wisconsin River

Wolf River

For more great summer canoe trip
options and ideas, check out Wisconsin’s
water trails at dnr.wi.gov/topic/parks/
watertrails and wisconsintrailguide.
com/paddle/paddle-trails.

It’s hard to find a river better than the
Wisconsin. Most of it in late summer
is shallow (like knee-deep-or-less-on-

In Wisconsin’s eastern region you
can’t beat the upper reaches of the Wolf
River for easy, enjoyable, family-style

Native son Tom Carpenter writes about the
outdoor world for a variety of national and
regional publications.

water in small jar; cover and shake to mix.

Place ground liver in large mixing
bowl; add beaten eggs. Grate onion over
bowl allowing the juice to fall into the
bowl as well. Add remaining ingredients
except bacon; mix well (best done with
your hands).

A bag of charcoal and bottle of lighter
fluid assures we can grill some brats or
burgers for dinner, maybe even a fish
fillet or two if we catch some. Roast
marshmallows, too. The river banks provide enough wood for a campfire later.
It’s fun to prop up a rod in a forked
stick as it gets dark and fish for catfish as
we sit around the campfire. Camping on
a sandbar is best, but make sure no rain
is in the forecast lest a rising river surprise your slumber.

St. Croix River

SUZETTE CURTIS

Recipes By Suzette

Freezer finds
Dove Hash

1 cup cooked dove meat, chopped
1 cup frozen diced hashbrowns, thawed
2 T. butter
1 T. olive oil
2 T. flour
1 ½ cup chicken stock
salt and pepper to taste
Preheat oven to 350°.

In ovenproof skillet, melt butter and
heat olive oil over medium high heat on
top of stove. Stir in flour to make a paste.
Gradually add chicken stock, stirring
constantly. Reduce heat to simmer and
continue to stir occasionally until sauce is
thickened. Add dove meat and potatoes.

until eggs are done to your liking. Great
breakfast!

Pineapple Pheasant

2 pheasants cut into serving pieces
2 small onions, finely chopped
¼ cup soy sauce
1 tsp. ginger
½ cup orange juice
1 can (16 ounces) pineapple chunks,
drained but reserve juice
2 tsp. cornstarch
¼ cup cold water

Place skillet in oven, uncovered, and
bake 25 minutes.

Place pheasant pieces in slow cooker;
sprinkle onions over top. Combine soy
sauce, ginger, orange juice, and pineapple
juice; pour over top of pheasant and
onions. Cook on low setting for 6 to 8
hours.

This is also good if you crack a few eggs
over the top of the hash at around the
20-minute mark and continue to bake

With a slotted spoon, remove pheasant
pieces and set aside on serving platter
tented with foil. Combine cornstarch and

Turn slow cooker to high setting and
gradually add cornstarch mixture, stirring
constantly. Stir occasionally until sauce
has thickened. Add pineapple chunks and
heat 1 to 2 minutes. Pour sauce mixture
over pheasant in serving dish.
This recipe is especially nice served
over jasmine rice.

Venison Liver Loaf
1 lb. ground venison liver **
1 egg, beaten
1 small onion
2 tsp. parsley
1 T. celery, minced
1 cup bread crumbs
salt and pepper to taste
1 cup whole milk
3 slices thick cut bacon
Preheat oven to 300°.

Line bottom of loaf pan with strips of
bacon; top with liver mixture. Bake for 1
hour or until cooked through.
Serve with sliced onions that have been
sautéed in a mixture of butter and olive
oil for additional flavor.
** To grind liver, remove the outer
membrane and soak liver in hot water for
five minutes. Drain water, cut liver into
manageable pieces, and push through
grinder.
Suzette Curtis of Oshkosh cooks for a family of
hunters and fishermen and says she tries to fill
their menu with recipes for meals made with
venison, upland birds and fish. She does just
that with great expertise. recipesbysuzette@
onwisconsinoutdoors.com.
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BOHM, from page 22

joy here in the United States. This event
would not have been possible without a
number of individuals/businesses that
donated services including: The Grand
Lodge in Rothschild, who donated all of
the rooms; Log Cabin Restaurant; The
Bar of Wausau; landowners Mark Milanowski of Sampson Creek Ranch and
Jeff and Carol Mills; volunteer hunting
guides/mentors Tony Kopchinski and
Mike Drengler of the Mosinee Sportsman club; Ken Maciaz; and fishing
guides Joel Deboer and Joe Szarkowitz of
Wisconsin Angling Adventures.
It has truly been an honor for my family to host these events. Over the past
seven years we have hosted 23 veterans. Many great memories and friendships were made on the seventh annual
Wounded Warriors in Action central
Wisconsin “cast and blast” weekend.
Plans are already being made for spring
2016. Anyone interested in joining or
helping give back to our wounded heroes should contact Todd Bohm or
check out the Wounded Warriors in Action website: woundedwarriorsinaction.
org.
Dr. Todd Bohm is a lifetime educator and
principal in the D.C. Everest School District. He
is an avid fisherman and hunter who guides
the waters of central and northern Wisconsin,
specizlizing in all species of fish, including trout.
Contact Todd at wisconsinanglingadventures.
com or call 715.297.7573.

STRESING, from page 27

of structure in the middle of nowhere
will hold baitfish. Mark that spot and
visit it during prime rainbow fishing
conditions. We have a shipwreck off
Milwaukee marked for just such occasions.
Please use common sense. Don’t push
the safety envelope for your boat, as no
fish is worth your life. I recommend
wearing your life jacket when fishing
rough water, especially when leaning
over to net fish or set lines. If you can
safely venture out in rough conditions,
target those oversized Lake Michigan
rainbows. You may be pleasantly surprised by the results. Good luck!
Ron Stresing has been an outdoor writer
since 1996 and has had articles published in
Midwest Outdoors, Fur-Fish-Game, and Badger
Sportsman magazines. He lives in South
Milwaukee with his wife, Donna.

Everyday Carry.
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ROBB MANNING

Product 6-Pack
Great gear for the woods, fields, and waterways

MIDWEST INDUSTRIES:
AK-SSK KEYMOD HANDGUARD
Nothing on an original Kalashnikov is
precision machined. Contrast that with this
handguard, which is as precision machined
as it can get. Once installed, it’s about the
only part that doesn’t rattle when shaken.
What’s new about this handguard is the introduction of Keymod, which is a modular
accessory mounting standard developed to
replace Picatinny accessory rails. Picatinny
rails aren’t comfortable to grab. They add
bulk and weight and tear up your hand
when firing. Keymod allows accessories to
be directly attached, or small sections of
Picatinny rail can be mounted to it if you
have accessories that are Picatinny specific.
The best part is that it turns the AK into
a modern weapon with optics, lights and
other accessories. The AK-SSK is as good
as it gets on an AK. It’s simple to install
and weighs only 8.7 ounces. 6061 Aluminum. Comes with three different top cover
choices: standard ($139.95), optic specific
($149.95), and 30mm scope ring ($159.95).
A homegrown Wisconsin company.
OWO tested and approved.
midwestindustriesinc.com

AXTS WEAPONS:
RAPTOR CHARGING HANDLE (7.62)
USGI charging handles worked well up
until the 2000s when the way we charged
the AR changed. It was developed to take
the strong hand trigger finger and second
finger, form a “V,” and pull back to charge
it. Then someone realized it best not to
take your shooting hand off the grip, so we
started training to charge the weapon with
the non-trigger pulling hand. This creates
torque on the handle, though, and it’s not
as easy to do. Charging handles like the

Raptor fix that problem. The Raptor is also
designed so that it can be charged using
fingers or by palming. As a winter glovewearing Wisconsinite, I can appreciate being able to palm-charge the weapon.
7075 Aluminum. Also available in 5.56.
($99.95). OWO tested and approved.
axtsweapons.com
NEW ARCHERY PRODUCTS: NIGHTHAWK DROP AWAY REST

If you’re not an all-year shooter, the
time is fast approaching to pull your bow
out and practice for the upcoming season.
Perhaps it’s time for updates to your gear.
A new arrow rest can go a long way in improving your set-up’s performance. There
is zero fletch contact so the accuracy potential can be realized. It has Santoprene
padding around the inside of the rest for
sound-dampening. It’s
made of aluminum and
magnesium for durability while maintaining a light weight, and
it won’t kill your budget. ($49.99).
newarchery.com
YETI: RAMBLER COLSTER
Yeti has expanded their Rambler lineup
this year with the Colster beverage insulator. Made from kitchen-grade, double-wall,
vacuum-insulated 18/8 Stainless Steel, the
Colster keeps your beverage cold until the
last drop. It works with cans and bottles.
The ThermoLock gasket keeps your hands
from getting cold while locking in the cold
around the beverage. No Sweat design. It
comes with a steeper price than a foam
Koozie, but it works as advertised, keeping drinks colder a lot longer. Plus, it will
last forever. ($29.99). OWO tested and approved.
yeticoolers.com

ICETREKKERS: STREAMTREKKERS
STREAMtrekkers keep you from slipping
when you’re wading in fast-moving bodies
of water. It consists of diamond beads with
hundreds of biting edges that grip in all directions for sure footing on even the most
slippery surfaces like slime-covered rocks.
The beads are made from a case-hardened
metal alloy and strung on a steel cable. It’s
then attached to a solid rubber band that
fits snug to any footwear. It works on felt
soles, rubber soles, or any other type of
soles. Turns any waders into stream/river
waders. ($41.95).
icetrekkers.com

UMPQUA: TAILGATER ORGANIZER
It turns any tub storage bin into a flyfishing basecamp. It fits around the tub and
has ten pockets, several attachment loops
and webbing, plus a tool sheath. It stores
fly boxes, extra spools, reels, hemostats
and any other gear you need, plus waders
and boots inside the tub. It also serves as a
prep station for tying on flies and rigging
leaders, tippets, etc. Two saddle-bag style
organizers straddle the front and back walls
of the tub. Adjustable to fit most tub sizes.
Made of durable 400D Poly Fabric with
YKK Zippers and a foam fly patch. 12 inches by 21 inches. Slate Grey. ($79.99).
umpqua.com
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County
Teasers

G

Sparta, the “Bicycling Capital of
America,” offers a lot this time
of year. Motorcycling, horseback riding, kayaking, hunting
and fishing, and, of course, biking. Celebrating 50 years on the
Elroy-Sparta Trail. Sign up for a
ride. Sparta—a choice destination
in western Wisconsin. Click on
Monroe County.
The 1st Annual Musky Tournament will be held September 12
- 13, 2015, at Timber Breeze Resort on beautiful Butternut Lake
in Price County. $40,000 in cash
prizes. Registration and reading
of the rules Friday evening with
fishing on Saturday and Sunday.
Non-anglers will enjoy hundreds
of ATV/UTV and silent sports
trails in the region. Click on Price
County.
Port Washington celebrates summer outdoors! Fishing is great;
book a charter, launch your boat,
or drop a line. Launch a canoe,
kayak, or stand-up paddleboard
from South Beach. Rent a bike
and hop on the Interurban Trail
for a spin. Or just grab a bench
and watch the lake. Click on Ozaukee County.
Ashland is the “Historic Mural
Capital of Wisconsin.” July - 4:
Parade, band concert, fireworks.
15-16: Maxwell Street Days. 1719: Bay Days Festival. 19: Sprint

1

Connect with
onwisconsinoutdoors.com

2

Click on the “Explore
Wisconsin” page tab

3

Click on any county …
and explore!

Triathlon and Little Minnow
Kids’ Triathlon. August 20 – 23:
Ashland County Fair, Marengo.
Come to Chequamegon Bay, a
world-class smallmouth bass fishery and four-season fishing destination. Click on Ashland County.

EXPLORE WISCONSIN at OnWisconsinOutdoors.com

WISCONSIN

Everyday
Carry
Glock G43
lock fans and concealed carry
permit holders have been clamoring for Glock to introduce a
single-stack 9mm for several years now. It’s
finally here. Named the G43, it’s everything
needed in a concealed carry weapon.

Find out what our
Explore Wisconsin
Partners are
planning for you …

EXPLORE

ROBB MANNING

Find your peaceful retreat in
Washburn County. With over 900
lakes, secluded campgrounds and
resorts, and home of the Bluegill
and Walleye Capitals of Wisconsin, you are sure to find a spot
to unwind and relax in the great
north woods. Visit us in Washburn County where you’ll find
“North woods in every direction.”
Click on Washburn County.

The Minocqua area has one of
the largest concentrations of fresh
water in the world, making it the
ideal destination for outdoor fun
year-round! Whether you seek
the solitude of the forest and a
calm lake, or the excitement of
water-skiing or zip-lining, Minocqua offers fun for everyone.
Click on Oneida County.
Exciting fishing and boating in
Ferryville. Use the Ferryville Boat
Launch (Pool 9) to access the best
fishing on the Mississippi River.
July 25 is River Bluff Daze—a
great festival with free fireworks,
tractor pull. Visit us! Click on
Crawford County.

Whether you call them micro-compacts
or single-stack sub-compacts, I’ve shot most
of them: the Taurus 709 Slim, Smith & Wesson Shield, Walther PPS, Ruger LC9, Kahr
PM9, and Kimber Solo. Hands down the
best shooting out of that group is the Walther PPS. It’s the most comfortable to shoot
with the least felt recoil, the most controllable, and has the best trigger. The G43 is
as good as the PPS but in a slightly smaller
package.
The G43 weighs 17.95 ounces unloaded
and is 6.26 inches long, 4.25 inches in height
and is 1.02 inches in width. It comes with
two six-round magazines, one with a flat
base and one with an extended base.
My everyday carry pistol is a G26, and
the G43 compares favorably to it. Recoil was
slightly more noticeable in the G43 due to
it being a little lighter. Also, the wider grip
found on the G26 fills the hand more, so the
felt recoil is spread over a larger area than
is the narrow G43. Being a little narrower
makes it easier to conceal, especially when
wearing a regular shirt. There are two downsides to that, the first being the G26 carries
ten rounds and the G43 carries six. The other downside is that the G26 can use G19 or
G17 magazines, so as a spare you can carry
a 17-round magazine, while the G43 only
uses a magazine specific to the G43.
Those who carry a Glock pistol, whether
for duty or personal carry, will appreciate that the G43 feels nearly the same. This
is important, because if you train with a
Glock, your muscle memory will kick in
and handling the G43 won’t require much
additional training. The only difference in
controls between this and any other Glock
is the trigger pull weight. This is the only
weak spot in the G43. Every other Glock
(with a few specific exceptions) has a trigger
pull weight of 5.5 pounds. While the G43 is
listed at 5.5 pounds, my trigger pull weight
scale averaged 8.1 pounds. It did improve
slightly after shooting 400 rounds through
it, to 7.4 pounds. Perhaps after more rounds,
it will continue to improve. Glock should
note that the only weak area on the G43 is
when Glock gets away from being Glock.

The Glock G43 is a single-stack 9mm.
It offers a full power cartridge in a little
package that’s easy to shoot.

This past winter I wrote a Gun Digest
Glock Reference book and was fortunate
enough to get to shoot every model of
Glock available on these shores except for
the G17L and G24. Some models I even
fired both Gen4 and third generation. That’s
probably around 40 different Glock models/generations, firing 3000 - 4000 rounds.
I didn’t have any malfunctions that were
weapon induced. In my initial testing of 230
rounds, the G43 had two more than that.
At round number 64 there was a failure to
eject, and at round 223 a failure to feed. I’m
now up to 500 rounds and haven’t had an
issue since. It’s not uncommon for guns to
need a break-in period of anywhere from
200 to 500 rounds. I’ve just never had a
Glock need that. It’s not a concern for me,
and I’ll be shocked if I ever have another.
Additionally, I fired under-powered and
+P ammunition through it—two areas that
the first G42s had issues with—and it didn’t
have any problems cycling through that.
The drawback with early adoption of a
new handgun model is the lack of holsters.
I found two makers for the G43. Both are
small businesses and both make outstanding holsters. I got an Outside the Waistband
holster from Eclipse Holsters (eclipseholsters.com) and an Inside the Waistband
holster from Tulster Holsters (tulster.com).
Both companies have great customer service
and are very friendly.
So what’s my verdict on the G43? If you’re
a fan of Glock, put your name on the waiting list and be prepared to hand over your
money. If you’re not a fan of Glock, try
shooting it, because I really think you’ll like
it. I’ve shot most of the micro-nines on the
market, and as far as shootability, I rank it
tied for number one with the Walther PPS.
Its slightly smaller size gives it the edge for
being the one I would buy.
Robb Manning served in the US Marine Corps for
nearly 11 years, where he developed a passion
and knowledge for firearms of all types. Since 2010
Robb has been a gun/hunting writer and also
films gun and gear videos for his YouTube channel,
762x51n8o.
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HARBOR FREIGHT

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

QUALITY TOOLS AT RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES

How Does Harbor Freight
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools
at the LOWEST Prices?

FREE
20%
OFF

We have invested millions of
dollars in our own state-of-the-art
quality test labs and millions more
in our factories, so our tools will go
toe-to-toe with the top professional
brands. And we can sell them for
a fraction of the price because we
cut out the middle man and pass
the savings on to you. It’s just that
simple! Come visit one of our
600 Stores Nationwide.
R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

$

ANY PURCHASE
MULTIPURPOSE
SCISSORS

WITH

8499

LOT 61253 shown
68049/62326
REG. PRICE $169.99 62670/61282

SAVE
$85

LIMIT 1 - Save 20% on any one item purchased at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside Track Club
membership, extended service plans or on any of the following: compressors, generators, tool
storage or carts, welders, floor jacks, Towable Ride-On Trencher, Saw Mill (Item 61712/62366/67138),
Predator Gas Power Items, open box items, in-store event or parking lot sale items. Not valid on
prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase date with original receipt. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

27 LED PORTABLE
WORKLIGHT/FLASHLIGHT

SAVE
62%

LOT 67227 shown
69567/60566/62532

2

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

10 FT. x 10 FT.
POPUP CANOPY

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

LOT 62513/62384
69456 shown

$ 99 SAVE
REG. PRICE

$7.99

$40

$

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON
WOREW
TRACTABLE AIR HOSE REEL

LARGE TILT FLAT PANEL
TV MOUNT

SAVE
66%

Fits flatscreen TVs from 37" to 70".

LOT 61807 shown
67781/62289

SE
FT. HO
WITH 3/8" x 50LOT
93897 shown

• 176 lb. Capacity

$

19

$

99

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R
PE ON
U
P
S U 2500 LB.
ELECTRIC WINCH
CO

REG. PRICE

LOT 61258 shown
61840/61297/68146

Includes one
18V NiCd battery
and charger.

SAVE
$100

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

APPLETON (920) 733-8424
3325 West College Avenue
GREEN BAY (920) 465-6871

1301 Brosig Street

SAVE
$

OVER

MITER SAW WITH
LASER GUIDE

168

LOT 69684 shown
61776/61969/61970

$131

9.99
$14
other discount

18 VOLT CORDLESS
3/8" DRILL/DRIVER AND
FLASHLIGHT KIT

SAVE
56% $

LOT 69652
68287 shown

19

99

$45.99

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

MADISON (608) 276-7934
4617 Verona Road
MILWAUKEE (414) 744-0955

4698 South Whitnall Avenue, Suite 13

WOW SUTOPERQRUECOWRUPENONCHES

3 PIECE DECORATIVE
SOLAR LED LIGHTS
LOT 95588/60561
69462 shown

SAVE
66%

$11

99

$

$

49

$

99

$80

REG. PRICE
99 $12
9.99

1650 PSI
PRESSURE
WASHER

LOT 69488

• 1.3 GPM

Cannot
or by calling 800-423-2567. original
stores or HarborFreight.com
es after 30 days from
LIMIT 3 - Good at our
le. Original
t or coupon or prior purchas
be used with other discoun Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferab er per day.
one coupon per custom
purchase with original receipt.
Limit
.
11/1/15
through
Valid
coupon must be presented.

OSHKOSH (920) 426-8849
1620 South Koeller Street
RACINE (262) 554-5106

2380 South Green Bay Road

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

1/2" DRIVE

LOT 62431
239 shown

• Accuracy
within ±4%

2199

REG. PRICE

$29.99

3-2567. Cannot
t.com or by calling 800-42
stores or HarborFreigh
30 days from original
LIMIT 7 - Good at our nt or coupon or prior purchases afterNon-transferable. Original
last.
be used with other discou
good while supplies coupon per customer per day.
Offer
.
receipt
l
purchase with origina ted. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one
coupon must be presen

R
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SAVE
$180

30", 5 DRAWER
TOOL CART
LOT 69397
61427
95272 shown

REG. PRICE • 704 lb.

$349.99

Capacity

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

900 PEAK/
700 RUNNING WATTS
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE
GAS RECREATIONAL
GENERATOR

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

SAVE
$80

LOT 69381 shown
66619/60338/62472

$

9999

REG. PRICE

$179.99

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

72" x 80"
MOVER'S BLANKET

R
PE ON
U
P
S U
CO

LOT 66537 shown
69505/62418

SAVE
66%

5

$ 99

$29.99

WOW SUPER COUPON

OVER

3/8" DRIVE

LOT 807/61276

YOUR CHOICE!

9

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SAVE

LOT 2696/61277

60%

$ 99

REG. PRICE

1/4" DRIVE

SAVE

REG. PRICE

be used with
last.
calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
or HarborFreight.com or bypurchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies
er per day.
LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores
es after 30 days from original
Limit one coupon per custom
or coupon or prior purchascoupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15.
Non-transferable. Original

R
PE ON
U
P
S U
CO

REG. PRICE

$219.99

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

77 $
19799

9.99
$29
other discount

REG. PRICE

REG. PRICE

• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 25 Million Satisfied Customers
hft_onwisconsin_070115_C-MSM65740.indd 1
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99
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WOW 12"SUSLIPEDINRDOCOGUBCOUPLE-MPONBEV
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$5999

be used with
last.
calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
or HarborFreight.com or bypurchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies
er per day.
LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores
es after 30 days from original
Limit one coupon per custom
or coupon or prior purchascoupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15.
Non-transferable. Original
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WITH WIRELESS
REMOTE CONTROL

90

$

$59.99

$

PRICE
99 REG.
$79.99

LOT 67847 shown
61454/61693

14999

$4499 $16999

t
be used with other discoun
last.
calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
or HarborFreight.com or bypurchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies
er per day.
LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores
es after 30 days from original
Limit one coupon per custom
or coupon or prior purchascoupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15.
Non-transferable. Original

69265/62344

SAVE

REG. PRICE

$149.99

SAVE

43%

5999
$99.99

$

LOT 61592/67255

7

REG. PRICE

4999

14"
CHAIN SAW
shown

REG. PRICE

Batteries included.

$

WOW SUPER COUPELEONCTRIC

$ 99
$24.99

R
PE ON
U
P
S U
CO

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. Coupon good at our
stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon
must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

LOT 97626 shown
68986/69451

SAVE
68%

20"

VALUE

80 PIECE ROTARY TOOL KIT

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

4

$ 99

ANY SINGLE ITEM

2.5 HP, 21 GALLON
125 PSI VERTICAL
AIR COMPRESSOR

SAVE
$70

LOT 47877 shown
36872/67405/60274
60430/62507

• Stainless Steel Blades

RAPID PUMP® 3 TON
LOW PROFILE HEAVY DUTY
STEEL FLOOR JACK
• Weighs 77 lbs.

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON
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REG. PRICE

$17.99

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original
coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R
PE ON
U
P
S U
CO

SAVE
$330
• 1060 lb.
Capacity
• 14,600 cu. in.
of storage

26", 16 DRAWER
ROLLER CABINET

31999

$

LOT 61609
67831 shown

REG. PRICE

$649.99

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 11/1/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WEST ALLIS (414) 257-9258

6808 West Greenfield Avenue
ROTHSCHILD (715) 355-0411
1029 East Grand Avenue, #1031

• 600 Stores Nationwide
• HarborFreight.com 800-423-2567
6/17/15 10:13 AM
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Ever See A Coatimundi?
Incredible taxidermy collection just one reason to visit
Midwestern Shooters’ Supply

C

hances are you’ve never seen a coatimundi. Or a
black bear, lion, leopard, elephant or Cape Buffalo close enough to touch. Sure, lots of animals
can be found at the Milwaukee County Zoo or the
Chicago Field Museum, but a trip to those venues can
be pretty expensive. That’s why the zoo and museum are
infrequent trips for many families.
There is another, far less expensive option, and it’s
conveniently located in Lomira, Wisconsin, home of
Midwestern Shooters’ Supply, 191 Church Street. At
Midwestern Shooters’ Supply you’ll not only find a
wide assortment of hunting, fishing, camping and other
outdoor gear, but also one of the most impressive collections of mounted animals and displays in the country. Midwestern Shooters’ Supply is as much a museum
as it is a sporting goods store.
The “museum,” featuring hundreds of mounted
animals, was made possible by Midwestern Shooters’
Supply President and renowned trophy hunter Phil
Majerus. Phil has been hunting and having his trophies
mounted since childhood. He has travelled across the
globe, shivered through the cold, baked in the sun, and
dealt with some seriously unsavory characters in pur-

suit of his passion. In doing so, he has helped to feed
and support some of the least known people on earth
and understands their culture far better than many anthropologists.
Phil is no stranger to hunting in Wisconsin and
throughout the United States, Latin America, Canada, Africa, Southeast Asia, and more. “Each trip is an
adventure, and I love an adventure,” Phil explained. “I
love hunting, travelling to different countries, meeting
people and learning about their cultures.”
While Phil’s hunts are many and varied, there is one
constant thread to each. Meat does not go to waste
and is shared with as many people as possible. “I eat
everything I shoot,” Phil said. “Although, I don’t like
elephant. It’s tough and not very good.” His hunting
guides and the people from their villages view the meat
much differently. They will consume everything from
the trunk to the meat from the elephant’s skulls. “A
typical elephant hunt can provide food for 350 villagers,” Phil noted.
When Phil, now age 70, was young, hunting of every
kind was an accepted and noncontroversial sport. To-

Midwestern Shooters’ Supply President Phil Majerus
with some of his mounted trophies.

day it is a different story, particularly big game trophy
hunting in Africa, which is all but entirely gone. “Big
game hunting was important to the people in the bush,”
Phil explained. “Guiding and working with hunters was
a big part of their livelihood. Hunting was part of their
economy and supported their families and villages.
When the academics, who had no idea of what life in
the bush was like or its culture, got their way and outlawed big game hunting, it was a disaster for people in
continued on page 34

Great Archery and Fishing Departments

191 CHURCH ST. LOMIRA, WI (INTERSECTION OF 41 & 67) | 920.269.4995 | 866.269.4995

For more than 25 years Midwestern Shooters Supply
has been the hunters’ dealer of choice for all their
firearms, ammunition, reloading, sports optic, and
accessory needs. Staffed with experts that regularly
participate in shooting competitions and club
activities, Midwestern provides a friendly atmosphere
and the right advice to help their customers make the
correct decisions.

www.mwshooters.com

•15 years of gunsmithing experience
• Repairs and custom mounts
• Large inventory with lowest possible prices
• Gun Broker
• Indoor Pistol Range with Instructor
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Clash Of The Titans
Which is the better rifle? The answer may surprise you.

A

rmchair commandoes and
Internet warriors have expended
much oxygen and bandwidth
over the years arguing which is the better
rifle, the AR-15 or the AK-47/Kalashnikov. The truth of the matter is neither
is better than the other and both have
much to offer.
ARs and Kalashnikov rifles, while
both excellent rifle platforms, are very
different in purpose and design. Some
of the major differences will be examined in this article pitting the best
of both platforms against each other.
Representing the AR-15 family is Midwest Industries (MI) AR-15 Billet Rifle
Project, whose progression from parts
to finished product has been chronicled
in this magazine. Upholding the honor
of the Kalashnikov family is the Arsenal
SLRS-101.
Both rifles feature relatively uncommon receivers, which add to their accuracy by providing a more rigid platform.
The MI gun has a machined aluminum
billet receiver as opposed to the more

The two rifles are of similar length,
magazine capacity and ammunition
cost. Major differences are weight, caliber and accuracy. The United States is
a nation of rifle men and women. U.S.
military rifles are generally built to
tighter tolerances than their foreign
counterparts and usually have much
better sights for the sake of accuracy.
Most AR-15s have a removable handguard with a Picatinny rail underneath
that will easily mount an optic.

on simplicity of operation and reliability when it comes to their military arms,
hence their looser tolerances. Russian
weapons are usually uncomplicated, robust and rugged. Since most combat occurs at 100 yards or less, a Kalashnikov
is more than up to the task.
Most Kalashnikovs now come with
a side rail scope mount. The SLRS-101
used in this test has a Russian-manufactured 6 x 42 scope with a range finder
and illuminated sight. Russian-made
optics were once inexpensive bargains.
That is no longer the case. Fortunately,
MI makes a side mount that can accept a variety of optics as well as a front
handguard system that will accept optics
and numerous accessories.
One of the main advantages of the AR
system is its adaptability. Calibers, configurations and barrels can literally be
changed in minutes. With a Kalashnikov
you’re pretty much limited to one configuration. You can’t switch barrels, for
instance, without a hydraulic press.

Russians have always put a premium

continued on page 34

The Arsenal SLRS-101, perhaps
the best commercially available
Kalashnikov.

common forged receiver. The Arsenal
sports a forged steel receiver rather than
the more typical stamped steel receiver.
ARs and Kalashnikovs have entirely
different operating systems. The AR
uses a direct gas impingement system.
When a bullet travels down the barrel, some gas is bled off into a tube that
leads directly to the bolt carrier causing
it to travel backward and eject the spent
round and load another. The Kalashnikov has a piston-operated system.
When the bullet travels down the barrel,
some gas is released into a tube containing a piston. The piston is attached to
the bolt carrier, which sends it rearward

to eject the fired case and load a fresh
round.

Chambered in .300 AAC Blackout
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

MI Billet Flattop Upper Receiver, T-Marked, with M4 Feed Ramps
MI Billet Lower Receiver, with Integrated Trigger Guard, Ambidextrous 45 Degree BAD Safety Selector
16 Inch Criterion Match Grade Stainless Steel Barrel, MI Low Profile Gas Block, Carbine Length Gas System
MI SSK-Key Mod 12 Inch One Piece Free Float Handguard, Super Slim 1.5 inch OD, one Key Mod Rail
BCM GUNFIGHTER Mod 4 Charging Handle, BCM GUNFIGHTER Pistol Grip, B5 Systems BRAVO Stock
Includes one 10 Round Magazine with Hi-Viz Follower, 20 and 30 Round Magazines are also available

MI 300H Hunter

#MI-300HSSK12 . . . .

Special Introductory Price $1,549.95

Manufacturers of Quality Tactical Rifles & Accessories - Made in the U.S.A.
Tel: 262-896-6780, Fax: 262-896-6756 ◆ W292S4498 Hillside Rd, Waukesha, WI 53189

Visit our website: www.midwestindustriesinc.com
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the bush.”
The end of big game hunting came at
a huge cost to many Africans. Trophy
hunting was regulated and kept elephant
and other animal populations in check.
When guided hunting ended, so, too,
did many of the rules and regulations
that had effectively managed the animal population for generations. In their
place, according to Phil, came unchecked
population growth that led to death by
starvation of thousands of elephants and
widespread poaching.
Without big game hunting to support
their economies and families, some people in the bush took up poaching simply
as a means to earn money to survive. Phil
hopes that one day those who imposed
the hunting bans realize the damage

that they have done and allow its return.
Regulated trophy hunting would restore
the balance of nature in the African bush,
curb poaching, and improve the lives of
those who work with hunters, Phil said.
You can see and learn about many of
the world’s exotic animals by visiting
Midwestern Shooters’ Supply and seeing
Phil’s phenomenal collection. He’s always
happy to answer your questions and explain the importance of hunting to the
environment.
And, if you’re wondering what a coatimundi is, it’s a member of the raccoon
family found in the American Southwest
and South America. Rarely seen in the
wild, you can view one on display at Midwestern Shooters’ Supply.
Stuart Wilkerson is a freelance writer specializing
in historical firearms and collecting.

The accurate, reliable and adaptable MI Billet Rifle Project.

WILKERSON, from page 33

Typically, ARs are manufactured or
built in .223/5.56 NATO caliber, while
most Kalashnikovs are chambered in
7.62 x 39 caliber. An AR-15 can be expected to consistently shoot two- to
three-inch groups at 100 yards with a
forged receiver. With its variable power
hunting scope cranked to 9 power the
MI Billet Rifle Project consistently shoots
sub two-inch groups with good ammunition.
A common stamped AK using inexpensive Eastern Bloc 123 grain, full metal jacket, 7.62 x 39 ammunition will most
likely shoot four- to six-inch groups with
iron sights at 100 yards and slightly better with a scope. A milled Arsenal with a
scope should be able to hold at least twoto four-inch groups at this distance.
AR-15s with 16-inch barrels, the most
popular variant, have a maximum effective range of up to 600 yards with 62
grain, full-metal jacket 5.56 rounds. The
bullet travels 3100 feet per second with
1300 foot pounds of energy at the muzzle. A 7.62 x 39 round from a Kalashnikov exits the muzzle at 2400 feet per
second and 1500 pounds of energy. With
common Eastern Bloc ammunition, an
AK has a maximum effective range of
about 400 yards.
The difference between the 5.56 and

7.62 x 39 rounds becomes dramatic at
300 yards. The 7.62 x 39 round will drop
44 inches at this distance, compared to
22 inches with the 5.56 round. At 400
yards the AK round is producing about
460 pounds of energy compared to the
AR-15’s 536.
Possessing fewer parts, a Kalashnikov
is easier to clean and maintain than an
AR-15. Kalashnikov magazines must
be “rocked” into place and are slower
to insert than an AR’s, which are simply pushed into place. Kalashnikovs are
heavier. The Arsenal SLRS-101in this
comparison tips the scales at 12 pounds
with a loaded 30-round magazine and
Russian POSP scope. With a hunting
scope attached and a full 30-round magazine inserted, the MI Billet Rifle Project
weighs nine pounds.
Either rifle is a good choice. Kalashnikovs have a well-deserved reputation
for reliability and durability but fall short
in terms of accuracy compared to an AR.
An AR like the MI Billet Rifle Project can
be as reliable as a Kalashnikov, but it will
require a little more in the way of cleaning and lubrication.
My recommendation? Buy or build a
high quality AR from Midwest Industries
and a newly-manufactured AK from a
known manufacturer. You can’t lose.
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Get The Best You Can Get.
World Famous Hunting
& Fishing Boots

Proliners® 3-Ply Stretch Waders

C

M
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MY

CY

CMY

K

• 100% waterproof
• Innovative One Piece, Seamless construction of Stretchable, Lightweight
ial
and Durable 3-ply nylon jersey/rubber/nylon jersey material
• Test proven superiority over canvas, rubber or nylon for
abrasion resistance
• Reinforced knee pads
• Large inside pocket for extra storage
• Belt loops
• YKK® buckles for extra quality & wear
• Inside draw string for snug fit
• Outside rubber pull strap for tighter fit (Hip)
p)
• Adjustable nylon wader strap (Hip)
• Ozone resistant special rubber compounding to avoid
cracking and deterioration
• Cleated outsole for super traction
• 200 grams of 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation
• Soft PU sponge rubber for extra insulation in shaft 3111
3-Ply Nylon Hip Wader - Cleated

71101 / 72101 Twin River
• 100% waterproof
on
• Extremely lightweight rubber construction with 300D nylon
lamination but with durability and strength to protect
• Cleated outsole for sure traction
• Removable insole for all day wearing comfort
• Adjustable side strap for perfect fit (Hip boot)
• Adjustable nylon suspender with quick release
buckle (Chest wader)
• Strong draw string for better fit (Chest wader)
• Large inside pocket for extra storage (Chest wader)

Pro Line Manufacturing Co.
186 Parish Drive • Wayne, NJ 07470 • 1-800-334-4612 • Fax: 1-973-692-0999 • www.prolineboots.com

